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Gambling
issue brings
many views
from gov.
candidates

McConnell
wants quick
action on
Iraq matter

WASHINGTON(AP)— The
Senate's top Republican leader
is calling on Democrats to hurry
up with legislation calling for a
troop withdrawal from Iraq —
By BRUCE SCHREINER
so President Bush can veto it
Associated Press Writer
quickly and lawmakers can get
(AP)
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
back to work
Gubernatorial candidates' views about
on a new verexpanding gambling opportunities in
sion.
Kentucky range from enthusiastic support
"This bill is
to hostility — largely split along party lines.
salvagenot
Democrats generally agree that voters
able," said Sen.
should get to decide whether to amend
Mitch
Kentucky's Constitution to
McConnell, Rallow casino gambling,
Ky. "It needs to
though one casino foe, Otis
be vetoed. It
Hensley Jr., says "We live
needs to come
in Kentucky, not Las
McConnell
to 1
back
Vegas."
Congress very quickly and we
The Republicans are
need to get serious about providskeptical or flatly opposed
ing the funds for the troops so
to such a move.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
we can win in Iraq, not give up."
Paducah businessman
St. Saturday
Congress has just started
Billy Harper, one of three
SATURDAY HOUSE FIRE: As smoke rose from the roof area of a house at 1600 West Sycamore
Hensley
7:04 a.m.
vacation — one week for the
Republicans in the govermorning, Murray Fire Department firefighters moved in to fight the fire. The fire was reported around
Senate, two for the House. Both
Information
a.m.
8:11
until
scene
the
on
would
he
were
said
They
race,
nor's
Saturday.
trucks.
four
and
firemen
29
MFD responded with
chambers passed measures last
lobby against such a conof the house fire was not known before press time today.
month that would provide more ' on the seventy
stitutional amendment and
than $90 billion to sustain miliwould veto legislation
tary efforts in Iraq and
seeking to legalize casino
Afghanistan, while setting congambling.
ditions for a withdrawal of
"We simply cannot base
troops.
our future economy on the
The Senate bill would require
quicksand of hypothetical
a troop exit to begin within 120
gambling revenues," he
days, with a nonbinding goal of
said.
Harper
March 31, 2008, for its compleThe Associated Press
allows
tool
ILP
tion. The House version is more
an
The parent/guardi
asked the candidates their ,
their 'LP information, according to
Staff Report
sweeping, mandating that nearly
for: viewing the work the child has
views on casino gambling, and whether they
across Kentucky are now CCMS Principal Tawnya Hunter.
Students
all combat troops pull out by
The student ILP allows pupils to entered in his/her ILP; learning more
would actively support or oppose a constiturequired to complete an Individual
are
that
schools
Sept. 1.2008.
and
careers
the
about
educaschool
high
a
amendment to legalize the activity.
four-year
tional
develop
intefully
Learning Plan (ILP) that is
recording
Bush has promised to veto
For years, Kentucky racetracks have loban Internet-based career tion plan; record career, education and of interest to the child;
with
grated
any funding legislation with
comments about the
bied for the right to offer expanded gamexploration system called Career life goals; bookmark careers and thoughts and
plan; and e-mailing
timelines, saying imposition of a
learning
child's
to
interest
of
them:
are
that
bling, saying they need it to stay competischools
The Career Cruising ILP Tool
Cruising.
child's advisors.
"specific and random date of
tive with out-of-state tracks whose purses
to help students bring research scholarships and financial aid comments to the
designed
is
withdrawal would be disasEach student will have his/her own
are supplemented by casino revenues. But
together their academic achievements. opportunities; store results from stantrous" tor U.S. troops in Iraq.
and password and will be
username
ar
extracurricul
record
proposals seeking to allow expanding gamar experiences and career dardized test;
extracurricul
Before Bush can act, House and
access the ILP from school or
to
able
docuinterests;
and
hobbies
bling have made no headway in Kentucky's
activities,
activities.
exploration
and education
Parents can log onto the Parent
Senate negotiators must put
General Assembly.
This tool enables students, parents, ment community services and work home.
together a compromise bill.
and enter a parent/guardian
A statewide poll published in late
teachers and counselors to work togeth- experience; list awards/recognitions ILP Tool
password.
On Sunday, White House
and
usemame
files
related
upload
by The Courier-Journal showed a
received;
February
have
they
that
study
er to develop a course of
counselor Dan Bartlett said
The ILP can be kept active for up to
majority of Kentuckians favor casino gam'
such as essays, scanned artwork and
needs and goals.
students'
the
meets
years after graduation, it was
Bush is willing to talk with conThe approximately 750 students at letters of recommendation; and create five
gressional leaders. But he said
looking
professional,
personalized
Calloway County Middle School were
•See Page 2A
Democrats must act quickly —
II See Page 2A
busy recently beginning to implement resumes.
off
back
and be willing to
restrictive timelines — because
troop operations could be hurt if
funding is not approved soon.
"What we haven't seen from
this Democratic leadership is a
willingness to drop this very
restrictive language that basically substitutes the judgment of
politicians here in Washington
Special to the Ledger
with the judgment of our comThe Kentucky Transportation
manders on the ground," Bartlett
Cabinet is feminding Calloway
said.
County drivers that a contractor
Last week, Defense Secretary
was to close an approximate one
Robert Gates testified that the
mile section of Ky. 1836 north
Army "will be forced to considof the the intersection with Ky.
er" altering training schedules
121 in Calloway County starting
for reserves and units as well as
today.
delays in repairing equipment
Ky. 1836 will be closed near
and renovating barracks if a
the Coldwater community at
funding bill is not passed quickmile point 3.131.
ly.
The closure is to start work
Senate Democratic leaders
on improvements that will allow
Dick Durbin of Illinois and
Ky. 1836 to be used as a connecJoseph Biclen of Delaware said
tor between new Ky. 80 and Ky.
they will keep pushing for a
121 when a section of the new
withdrawal of U.S. forces from
four lane is ready to open late
Iraq even if Bush vetoes the legthis fall from Mayfield to near
islation calling for a pullout.
Coldwater.
They said lawmakers had
There will be no marked
some time to maneuver with a
detour. Motorists who regularly
compromise bill or a new meastravel Ky. 1836 should take note
ure that sets target dates for
of this closure and make
withdrawal. They cited a nonadvance alternate travel plans.
partisan Congressional Research
Ky. 1836 will be open to
Service report that indicates the
local traffic only north of Ky.
Army has enough bookkeeping
121.
MICHAEL DAMN / Ledger & Times
flexibility to fund war opera
The closure is expected to
School in Paducah. last about two months.
n
Waller-Jetto
at
Saturday
team
tions until July.
basketball
Retro
Kentucky
Players run through tryout dnlls for the ABA's
For story. see B1 in today's Ledger & Times.

Program gets students to
start 'cruising' toward future

Section of Ky.
1836 to close
for road work

HOOP DREAMS

•See Page 3A
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SheriffFirelogs
Calloway County Sheritt's Department
• A burglary was reported at 11.03 a.m. Friday on Utterback
Road A case was opened for theft by unlawful taking less than
$300
• A case for criminal possession of a forged prescription was
opened after a subject driving a gold van on Radio Road had a
false prescription at 2:59 p.m. Friday.
• Someone came into the department at 4:22 p.m. Friday to
report phone and mail scams.
• A caller from Roosevelt Road reported at 8:19 p.m. Friday a
recording requesting credit card number. The subject was
advised not to give out information because the request was part
of a scam.
• An injury crash was reported at 8:03 p.m. Saturday when a vehicle was in the trees at Hicks Hill on Ky. 732. Kentucky State
Police, Murray Fire Department, EMS and Calloway County FireRescue also responded.
• A checkbook was reported stolen from a Finley Road residence
at 12:57 a.m. A burglary case was opened.
• An injury crash was reported on Ky. 94 East near Elm Grove
Baptist Church at 2:44 p.m. Sunday. KSP, Murray Fire
Department, EMS and CCFR also responded
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A house on Radio Road was on fire at 8:44 p.m. Saturday No
one was at home but the residence was secure. The fire was contained to one room. Firefighters were called back to the scene at
12:19 a.m. Sunday because the house was on fire again. The
residence was heavily damaged.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Google April Fool's prank offers
Internet through home plumbing
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
logical selection of Frequently
Presiding over a company with a Asked Questions. On some
market value of $143 billion Google sites, the company's
Silicon official logo — a multicolored
apparently
gives
Valley's most famous billion- "Google" that changes accordaires a good sense of humor — ing to the season and on holiand a case of corporate potty days — substituted a commode
mouth.
for the second "g."
, Senior executives at Google . -There's actually a thriving
Inc. launched their annual April little underground community
Fools' Day prank Sunday. post- that's been studying this exact
ing a link on • the company's solution for a long time." Page
home page to a site offering con- said in the facetious statement.
sumers free high-speed wireless "And today our Toilet ISP team
Internet through their home is pleased to be leading the way
plumbing systems.
through the sewers, up out - of
Code-named
"Dark your toilet and — splat — right
Porcelain," Google said its onto your PC."
"Toilet
Service
Internet
Marissa Mayer, a Google
Provider" (TiSP) works with vice president, called TiSP a
Microsoft Corp.'s new Windows "breakthrough product, particuVista operating system. But larly for those users who, like
sorry — septic tanks are incom- Larry himself, do much of their
patible with the system's best thinking in the bathroom."
requirements.
TiSP is the latest April Fools
The gag included a mock joke at the liountain View,
press release quoting Google co- Calif.-based c mpany. where
founder and president Larry hijinks pervade ubicles all year
Page, a step-by-step online long. In blogs, Google employinstallation manual, and a scato- ees joke about the recent injection of green dye into milk in the
cafeteria, while another talks
about zany underlings filling the
Due to a reporter's error, vice president of engineering's
credit for Welding Murray office with sand.
The concept of free wireless
High School's "m(x)nhuggy"
access parallels a legitimate.
entries in the West Kentucky
Regional
Moonbuggy four-year deal between Google
Competition
listed
in and EarthLink Inc. to provide
Thursday's newspaper was free wireless Internet service
incorrect. The welding was throughout San Francisco startdone by MHS welding stu- ing in early 2008.
As part of the spoof. Google
dents
attending
Murray said TiSP would be offered in
Calloway
County • Area
three speeds: Trickle. The No. 2,
Technology Center (ATC) and
not Murray State University's and Royal Flush.
engineering
and
physics
department.

Correction

The Murray. Ledger &
Times strives to ensure accurate and fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur.
It is the Ledger's policy to correct errors. To report a news
mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The
Dexter-Alrno
Heights Water •District will
meet tonight at 6 at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd
Water
• South 641
District Board will meet
Monday. April 16. at 4'30
p m at Hazel City Hall.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

From Front
bling at the state's racetracks.
The newspaper's Bluegrass Poll
found that 52 percent of
Kentuckians favor casinos at the
tracks, 38 percent oppose them
and 10 percent were undecided.
Lindsey Gentry. 53, of nearby Bullitt County said he knows
a lot of Kentuckians who frequent riverboat casinos docked
along the Indiana and Illinois
side of the Ohio River. Gentry,
who visits a floating casino at
least once a month, said it's time
Kentucky gets its share of casino
resenue.
"Why give the money to
everybody else." said Gentry,
taking a break from studying the
horses during a recent outing to
ns to wager on

g

win. 4,,Cates

DIVISION OF FETTER BUSINESS SYSTEMS

PETTER BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
A Better Way to Do Business

For Office Supplies

753-0123

Commercial
Furniture Design

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Calloway County High School students MacKensie Karraker, left, and Matt Irby conquer the obstacle course during the West
Kentucky R9gional Moonbuggy Competition at Murray State University Saturday. Five teams — CCHS, Murray High, Graves,
Carlisle and Caldwell counties — took part in the race with MHS taking top honors. All of the teams are eligible to take part in
the national competition scheduled for April 13-14 in Huntsville, Ala.

II 'Cruising' toward ...
From Front
reported.
'The Individual Learning
Plan is replacing the Individual
Graduation Plan. Over the past
two years, the Kentucky Board
of Education has been looking
closely at secondary education.
The board wants to ensure that
our high schools are producing
young adults who are ready for
their next step - college, technical training, the military or
work. The board knows that successful high schools have farreaching effects on Kentucky's
future economy and its global
'competitiveness. Also, the board
knows that our high schools
want to graduate students who
are ready to make positive contributions to the 21st century
global economy. When implemented to its fullest potential,
this web-enabled ILP will work
for the benefit of the students.
the school districts and the
Commonwealth,' Hunter cited
from letters sent to all middle
schools last fall from thenCommissioner of Education
Gene Wilhoit.
She said the idea of the ILP is
to track students' progress in
meeting goals oriented toward
their future. The different areas

--in -which students provide information are Career Exploration
and Assessments; Goals and
Plans; Activities, Experiences
and Awards; and their Education
Plan. KDE has defined grade by
grade completion standards for
students' Individual Learning
Plans.
ILP
Completion
Standards provide a number of
advantages for both students and
school staff. The old tool was
paper only. This tool will allow
more interactivity with the students and their teachers and also
their parents.
"This stage of the ILP is the
implementation. The entire
school is involved with., each
grade level having different levels of implementation. After this
year each grade level will only
add to what was originally
inputted. This will be monitored
by teachers in advisodadvisee
groups that will be new to
Calloway Middle School next
year. The ILP will go with the
students to the high school. This
is a large undertaking for complete implementation of all standards in one year, but after this
year teachers will have fewer
standards to help the students
input," Hunter said.
The overall goal for this program, she added, is for students

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Calloway County Middle School students Adam Bufkin,
Brandon Schoope and Hunter Arnold wock on their Individual
Learning Plans with teacher Brad Darnall.
to begin to think about their limited access and the students
future. "Sometimes students can ask for input.- she noted.
have unrealistic ideas of what
"The response has been posithey want to do when they grow tive, overall. With any new techup. This is a planned effort to nology there are always little
start young people thinking glitches, that is why we did not
early on about how to attain want to wait any longer to start
goals with a strategic plan. Also, implementing data. This is a
if they do not have goals this very new product rolled out by
will get them to think about the state and all of the middle
some. With it being web-based school principals I have talked
all of the students' teachers and with are implementing differentparents will eventually have ly." Hunter said.

Gambling issue..

Same Local Service &
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simulcast races at other tracks.
Most Democratic candidates
see casino gambling as a potentially lucrative new revenue
source that could help take care
of Kentucky's social and education problems.
"Everyday Kentuckians visit
casinos
in
neighboring
states."
said
former Lt. Gov.
Steve Henry, a
Louisville
physician who
is among seven
Democrats running for governor. "We need
Henry
to keep this
money in Kentucky and use it to
Pay our teachers, and improve
our education and health care
systems.
Another
Democratic
hopeful, former
Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear, said
he would be an
outspoken
advocate for a
constitutional
amendment
allowing
&Wear

expanded gambling on a limited
public sentistate
should
basis. Beshear. a Lexington
ment in decidown the casiattorney,
has
emphasized
ing how many
nos and let the
expanding gambling as a key to
casinos would
racetracks and
funding many of his proposals.
be opened and
its
partners
The Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper.
where.
manage
the
executive director of the
"We
will
operations.
Kentucky Council of Churches.
guard against
"The profits
said supporters of casino gamproliferation of
should run to
bling have overstated the potenfreestanding
billions of doltial financial impact.
casinos,he
lars and that
Miller
Galbraith
"The economic boon is not
said.
should go into
there." she said. "These people
Louisville
businessman our General Fund, to be spent to
are pulling figures out of thin Bruce
Lunsford,
another lift Kentucky from poverty and
air."
Democratic despair," said Galbraith, a
Kemper said the candidates
hopeful, said Lexington attorney.
need to talk about how they
casinos should
Republican
would pay for initiatives to
be allowed on a Gov.
Ernie
improve Kentucky without
"selected Fletcher, who
expanded gambling.
basis"
and is seeking re"They better be thinking
strictly regulat- election, said
about ... fair and just ways for us
ed to make sure he would not
to generate the revenue that we
they achieve be an advocate
need to move this state forfinancial goals for a constituward,- she said. "You can
without caus- tional amendrely on 'Lady Luck.' N
Lunsford
ing burdens.
ment allowing
ever gambled their w
"Kentucky casino
gam
progress."
Fletcher
%annot become a place where Ming,
and
Even supporters said there small communities are corrupt- would not vote
should be limits to casino gam- ed with the negative side of for it if it re,ached the
ballot.
bling.
gaming," he said, adding that
Fletcher
that
doubted
State Treasurer Jonathan Kentucky's youth should be Kentucky would reap positive
a
Miller, a Democratic candidate, educated about gambling prob- economic impact
from the acti% said casinos should be primarily lems.
ity.
at racetrack% but he would assess
"if we are thoughtful and
"I prefer to focus and spend
smart, we can reap the benefits energy on creating jobs we can
of
gaming.
be proud of. and that our chilwhile limiting
dren and grandchildren will be
the negatives,"
proud to hold," Fletcher said.
he added.
Former U.S. Rep. Anne
House
Northup.
Speaker Jody
another
Richards
of
Republican
B owling
candidate, said
Green, another
she
voted
Democratic
against the l(Nt
hopeful, said
tery years ago
Niche/de
he
supports
while serving
expanded gamin the state
(Pastor of Northside Baptist in Murray)
bling at Kentucky racetracks House.
She
and a limited number of other said that "gamSpecial Music Nightly!
locations
ing would be a
Noilhup
Pa,tor lin, Rick Miller
Music Director Stuart Bell
To maximize Kentucky's tough sell for
share of potential revenue. me personally. This issue should
Symsonia Baptist Church is located approximately 1/2 mile
Democratic
from 4-way stop in Symsonia on Oaks Rd.
candidate be decided by the General
Gatewood Galbraith said the Assembly."
For more information, please call 270-451-3527

Sphinq #112ViVid

Symsonia Baptist Church

(April 1st • 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
April 2-4 • 7p.m.
Speaker: Bro. Brett Miles
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Flights diverted
when runway
lights go out at
Blue Grass
Airport

Kentucky

Briefly
project came before our project,
but we want to make sure that
this can be as good for
Covington as it can be. We are
anticipating that good things are.
going to be happening along
12th Street that will make it an to
attractive
gateway
Covington."
The state opened bids recently for the third of four demolition contracts in the $17.5 mil- •
lion 12th Street widening project. AFM Demolition of I
-Independence was the low bid-der, but the state would not
release further details until a
contract is awarded.
Nancy Wood, spokeswoman
for the state highway departnorthern
ment office in
Kentucky, said work should
begin around May I.
Forty , buildings are being:.
demolished for the widening
project.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Several flights had to be diverted from Blue Grass Airport in
Lexington when the runway
lights went out, according to
spokeswoman Amy Caudill.
A regulator malfunction at
9:35 p.m. EDT Sunday resulted
in the control tower diverting
flights to other airports. The
problem persisted until 11:13
p.m., Caudill said.
There were no incidents as a
result of the power outage
except for the flight diversions,
she said.
The deadliest plane crash in
five years occurred at Blue
Grass Airport Aug. 27, 2006
when Comair Flight 5191
crashed in the pre-dawn darkness shortly after takeoff from
the wrong runway, which was
AP unlit and too short for a passenA vehicle approaches a picket line Sunday in Harlan, Ky. Union workers at Appalachian Regional Healthcare hospitals are on ger jet, investigators determined. The crash killed 49 of the
strike after the healthcare system and United Steel Workers representatives failed to agree on a contract.
50 people aboard.
Co-pilot James Polehinke,
the lone survivor, was heard on
the flight's voice recorder 'as
--HARLAN,KyJAP)—Union- workers at State Police, said --spokesman It. Phil nurses, housekeeping, maintenance and clersaying it was "weird with no
Appalachian Regional Healthcare hospitals Crumpton. Johnny Taylor, 44, was arrested ical staff.
lights," just seconds before the
ALEXANDRIA Ky.(AP)—
are on strike after the healthcare system and and charged with disorderly conduct when
"ARH wants to assure our communities
sound
of
the
impact
was
heard,
Kenneth
Reis is hunting for a
United Steelworkers representatives failed he blocked a public roadway, and Dustin that we intend to keep our hospitals open
National vanishing breed.
to agree on a contract.
Bolin, 33, was arrested and charged with and that we have made contingency arrange- according to a
president of the
The
Hundreds of workers walked out of nine reckless driving.
ments to provide for the care of our patients Transportation Safety Board
Campbell
County Historical.
transcript.
The
shorter
runway
ARH hospitals in Kentucky and West
-We know ARH owns the wagons, but and the operation of our facilities," ARH
was not lit and normally was Society in northern Kentucky
Virginia and began picketing Sunday.
we're the horses that pull it," union official spokeswoman Candace S. Elkins said.
Striking workers outside the ARH facili- Janice Phipps told WYMT-TV."Without us,
Union officials have requested the Harlan used in daylight by small planes. wants to record the remaining
log cabins still standing.
ty in Beckley, W.Va., chanted,"We will not the wagons don't move."
County Fiscal Court, which is set to meet at
Some may be hidden under-give in" and held signs saying, —This is not
The union' presented a 10-day strike 9 a.m. today, to enforce an emergency ordiabout $$$" and "Union Strong."
neath years of exterior additions
notice to ARH 'On March 20, 2007, ARH nance that would not allow ARH to bus in
Some held signs asking motorists to honk said in a statement.
to homes or are silently decayreplacement workers, the Harlan Daily
for support.
ing in the woods. The historical'
"ARH is extremely disappointed with the Enterprise reported. Hundreds are expected
society started an inventory of
The scene was much the same in South outcome of the negotiations. We have to be at the courthouse meeting.
Williamson, Ky., where an unidentified worked long and hard to present what we
the county's log cabins recently
ARH is a nonprofit health system serving
worker told WSAZ-TV of Huntington. believe is a fair, equitable and competitive 350,000 residents in'eastern Kentucky and
and is asking for help in identiW.Va., that union officials planned to meet contract," ARH President and CEO Jerry W. southern West Virginia, operating nine hosfying the structures before the
today to discuss their next move.
Haynes said in a statement. "Talks are con- pitals, 12 clinics, 8 home health agencies, 12
elements decay or development
COVINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Tensions escalated Sunday evening at the tinuing, and we will continue to work with HomeCare Stores and 12 retail pharmacies.
threatens them.
hospital in Harlan, Ky., when two vans filled the USW for a fair and equitable agreement. ARH is the largest provider of care and sin- A handful of projects totaling
-1 think it is important people
more
than
$50
million
Will
with replacement workers made it onto hos- We still think an agreement can be reached." gle largest employer in southeastern
appreciate the past,- Reis told.
pital grounds, leading protesters to rush the
About 2,4(X) employees are represented Kentucky and the third largest private revamp a northern Kentucky the Kentucky Enquirer. "Log.
scene.
by the union across the ARH system includ- employer in southern West Virginia. The city's aging downtown, beginpast. They
ning with the demolition of cabins are part of the
Two arrests were made by Kentucky ing certified nurse aids, licensed practical ARH system employs 4,600 employees.
first structures built in
are
the
about 90 homes.
Campbell County.The Covington projects
Reis has restored two cabins
include the state's widening of
Lick and uses them as
in
Grants
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) — talizekl with injuries.
12th street, a new development
The crash on Kentucky 85-W designated to as an artist district focal points for his log cabin
The collision of a pickup truck
Iowa
that
if
campaign
trail
in
From Front
Bush vetoes the withdrawal leg- with two all-terrain vehicles occurred when Daugherty's and the $34 million St. Elizabeth museum next to his home there.
The study likely will last two
Lawmakers and Capitol Hill islation, Congress will quickly resulted in the deaths of the ATV 2006 Chevrolet pickup came up Medical Center, which is near
or three years and follows an
staff aides view mid- to late May approve funding for the war drivers and injury to others behind the three ATVs, one mile 12th Street.
as the deadline for completing because it won't "play chicken involved, according to a report west of Centertown. Applin
ongoing survey of the county's
"It's a fortuitous combination
reported. "He (Daugherty) came
by Kentucky State Police.
,
the war spending bill to avoid with the troops."
cemeteries started in 2006.
Killed in the crash at 7:35 up behind the ATVs, which he of time and circumstance,- said
The presideidial candidate
hardships.
Global Positioning System units
"We want to come to an suggested that Congress' only p.m. Sunday were Allen C. didn't see until the last moment. Roger Bell, the city's housing and historical research will be
ATVs
attempted
to
avoid
the
Beaver
Dam,
He
Bratcher,
65,
of
"There's
a
synergy
coordinator.
agreement as to how to move recourse is to mount public presused to compile a comprehenforward, to protect our troops sure in hopes of building a two- and Jessica M. Casey, 48, of by steering to the right. He between the projects. The state's
sive
list of cabins.
ATVs."
struck
two
of
the
both
drivers
of
Centertown,
war
thirds
majority
that
could
overwinding
this
but, also start
ATVs, Trooper Mark Applin's
down, start bringing our troops ride a presidential veto.
Biden
and
McConnell report said. The truck driver,
home,- said Durbin; the
appeared on "Fox News Timothy J. Daugherty, 18, of
Senate's No. 2 Democrat.
Biden, a presidential hopeful, Sunday,- and Durbin and Centertown and Danny D.
agreed. "1 think we'll end up Bartlett spoke on ABC's "This Casey, 45, of Centertown, also
operating an ATV. were hospidoing what the Senate did, not Week."
Off
what the House did, set a target
date," he said. "You've got to
Reg.
change the mission to get a
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
Prices
political solution. That's what
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands,
we're saying.2. Stylish drapery harchvare.
Sen. Barack Obama, D-111.,
"
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
predicted in an interview on the
4. Custom upholstery cend Ft's Mr &SYWIhOUSCI.,
5. Interior design unites designed to fit your budget
•-,i-v-e;-?t,nn to professionai

Group wants to
record log cabins
in northern
Kentucky county

Workers strike at Appalachian hospital

Construction
projects will
revamp
Covington's aging
downtown

Collision kills ATV drivers

III Sen. McConnell ...

All Easter Merchandise

Correction

Due to a reporter's error,
credit for welding Murray
High School's "moonbuggyentries in the West Kentucky
Moonbuggy
Regional
in
listed
Competition
Thursday's newspaper was
incorrect. The welding was
done by MHS welding stuMurrayattending
dents
County
Area
Calloway
Technology Center (ATC) and
not Murray State University's
physics
and
engineering
department.
The Murray Ledger ct
Times strives to ensure accurate and fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur.
It is the Ledger's policy to correct error. To report a news
mistake or error. please call
753-1916.
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CAL-UNA/AY COUNTY
PRESCI-1001-/WEAD START
SPRING REGISTR AVON

Friday, April 6
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
It your child will he 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2007 conw
register You will need lo bring the following with you
V

HONEYBAKED HAM
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COMPANY .
,

Easter & Mother's
Order today
Day, are just around the corner!

Certified Birth Certificate

Glazed Ham • Turkey • Desserts • Side Dishes
Dine-in—Meals • BiloCid Lunches 0-Catering
r
•

V-Scicial-Si!-Ciiiity.CAM

1

P

Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2006)
NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
• The
Dist. will
Heights Water
meet tonight at 6 at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
MI South 641 Water
District Board will meet
Monday. April 16. at 4 30
p.m. at Hazel City Hall.
II To report a Town Crier
item, catl 753-1916.

OFF

V Insurance Card or Medical Card
Your child does not need to he preseni
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

OFF

Any Size 1/2 Ham

My Mini Ham

Honeybaked
Ham Co.

Honeybaked
Ham Co.

Expires 5/30/07
I.

If you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.

$300

00
$5

Expires
I

•
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$ 1 00 OFF
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Any Box Lunch
Dine In or Carryout

Honeybaked
Ham Co.
E xp,,es 5/30/07
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Rebuke of military leaders unnecessary
Can these
lawmkers rise to
the challenge?
As a former member of Kentucky's
National Guard, 1 was very disappointed to read The (Louisville) CourierJournal ii recent editorial calling for

Kentucky's Adjutant General Donald
Storm to be fired. In fact, I believe we

FRANKFORT, Ky. — In 1990, under order of the Kentucky Supreme Court, the General Assembly spent the better
part of a year studying how best to reform the state's entire
public school system and reform the methods necessary to
finance it to meet the high court's mandate.
Legislators - Democrats and Republicans side by side - sat
on committees that brought to the Capitol national experts on
school governance, curriculum, testing and finance. They
worked closely with members of then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's administration.
The result was the 1990 Kentucky Educa-

tion Reform Act and a new public school
system that continues today to receive
national attention.
Legislators also were able to approve a
one-cent increase in the sales tax to raised
$1 billion to pay for the new system.
In 1997, Newly-elected Gov. Paul Patton
used his Inaugural Address to challenge the
state's higher education system to reform
itself so that Kentucky's universities and
Agree Or colleges could reach national stature within
Not
20 years.
By Todd Duvall
When the higher education establishment
was unable to meet Patton's challenge, he
Syndicated
took on the task himself.
Columnist
The result was a bold change in how the
higher education system operates and hundreds of millions of new dollars to help universities achieve
their individual goals and missions.
The legislation enacting higher education reform was hashed
out in committees of the General Assembly meeting in public
Compromises were made. Deals were struck.
Mission accomplished.
Especially in the way it went about crafting KERA, the
General Assembly demonstrated that the often-chaotic legislative process was capable of rising to a tough challenge.
Fast forward to the 2007 General Assembly session that
ended last week.
Everyone knows the state employee and teachers' retirement
systems are seriously underfunded, and a financial crisis is
only a few years distant. But legislators went about their business through January and February, planning to approve $370
million in new debt mainly for construction projects on university campuses, and to spend a part of excess revenues for
expanded facilities at the Kentucky Horse Park for the World
Equestrian Gaines in 2010 and to help businesses at Lake
Cumberland cope with the sharp lake drawdown while Wolf
Creek Dam is being shorn up.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher proposed using $250 million of the
revenue excess to help the state employee and teachers' retire
ment systems.
Then, with only days remaining to pass legislation in earls
March. the Senate leadership - Republican and Democratic came forth with a plan to borrow more than $800 million for
both retirement systems and to reduce sharply and partially
privatize the pension benefits of future state government workers.
With barely a hearing, that plan passed the Senate and was
sent to the House with essentially a "pass it or else" attached.
No studies were made or cited. No witnesses were called.
The Senate spent more time debating about a cervical cancer
vaccine than issuing huge new debt and making historic
changes in future state employee pensions. changes that almost
inevitably will extend eventually to local government and university employees and perhaps even public school teachers and
personnel.
All of this was worked out without any public input.
debate or knowledge of what was going on.
The House was ready and eager to take on more than
$800 million in new debt, but balked at changing state
employee retirement benefits.
The Senate. in turn, refused to approve all the spending on
projects.
No one questions that making the retirement systems fiscally sound is going to be very expensive. No one doubts that
generous retirement benefits, especially in regard to health
insurance, must be examined critically.
But such important and costly legislation should never
materialize out of the ether and become law overnight.
It should receive at least as much public attention and serious scrutiny as KERA and higher education reform.
The big question is whether the General Assembly of 2(X)7
Is up to the challenges met by legislators in 1990 and 1997.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans miscalculated a
decade ago and were blamed
for forcing a government shutdown in a spending standoff
with President Clinton. Now •
President Bush and congressional Democrats are on a
collision course on Iraq spending — a high-stakes confrontation to see who blinlaand who can successfully
accuse the other of shortchanging U.S. troops.
In winter 1995-96, majority
Republicans, led by then.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
defied Clinton and voted for
deep cuts in domestic programs. When Clinton vetoed
the legislation, a disruptive,
nearly monthlong holiday-season government shutdown
ensued. Republicans sought to
pin it on Clinton. but instead,
they were largely blamed by
the public for precipitating the
crisis.
The CISTINI4 stalemate
resembles that earlier battle,
but with the tables turned. It's

srpa

Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville,
has served the citizens of Christian,
Logan, and Todd counties since /993.

curmaimium• con

now Democrats v.ho arc defying a Republican president's
veto threat. Both the House

to wage
war to do
much about
it, except
for its constitutional
PoWCT to
raise and

Washington
Today
By Torn Raum

Associated
Press Wnter

standoff.
"We expect there to be no
strings on our commanders."
Bush said, renewing a veto
threat on both a Senate-passed
bill calling for most U.S.
combat troops to be out of
Iraq by March 31, NW, and
an even stronger House-passed

and Senate have passed bills
to provide money for military
operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan — but they
include timetables for withdrawing U.S. forces that Bush
says he won't accept.
The dispute also brings to
mind efforts by Congress in
the 1970s to end the Vietnam
War.
"Everybody knows that the
mones will be provided the
troops es entually. But, given
the election results, Congress
probably needs to show the
oters that they listened:* said
Stanley Collender. a longtime
t:ongressional hunger anats-st
"Congress has very little
ability once a president starts
WAR III

bill demanding a September
2008 withdrawal.
House and Senate negotiators will have to reconcile the
different versions.
The White House continued
the serhal sparring on Friday
by complaining that Congress
had left town for a two-week
spring break, with the House
not even naming its legislative
negotiators. "Every Jay that
the Congress fails to act on
this request causes our military hardship and affects
readiness," said deputy White
House press seaetary Dana
Permo.
In the 1995-96 showdown,
many government offices were
closed, people couldn't get

CAC

PIA0

The
growing
divide

spend
money. So
Congress is
here, trying
to use the
one tool
available,"
said Cottender, now
managing
director at

Qorvis Communications, a
business consulting firm.
Bush is betting that the
public will back him over
Congress. as it did Clinton in
the previous epic spending

Caucus, headed by Rep. Rahm
Emanuel of Illinois. on Friday
issued what it billed as
comparison between the 2(1)7
Iraq debate and the 1995
budget debate.
"President Clinton was far
more willing to work with

Republicans. while President
Bush has been combative."
said the document. "Moreover.
in 1995 President Clinton was
far more popular than President Bush is today and
Democrats have the support
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dozen shutdowns during President Reagan's eight-year term,
lasting between half a day
and a weekend.
The impasse on Iraq war
spending comes at a time
when the president and
Democratic leaders are also
locking horns on another
major controversy. Democratic
demands for testimony from
top White House officials in
congressional investigations
into last year's firing of eight
federal prosecutors.
That all but guarantees a
few rocky weeks ahead.

and trust of the American
people on Iraq. while the public opposed the Republican
budget plans.Unlike the government
shutdown, which caused real
hardships, few lawmakers in
either party expect any funds
to be actually cut for U.S.
troops in Iraq and
Afghanistan. With small
tik1111.1l.nen. rnajormes. a Bush
veto is all but certain to be
sustained. And passage of leg.

Doe•

•

islation providing the funds,
without a withdrawal
timetable, seems likely to follow.
Furthermore, said Democratic pollster Mark Mellman:
"Whatever Democrats do,
Bush has said he's going to
keep the war going. They
have the money to do what
they have to do."
Still, Melrnan said that it
will be increasingly hard for
Bush to keep Republicans in
Congress in line. "George
Bush's career is over. These
guys still have careers on the
line. And there are not too
many of them that want to
sacrifice that career for
George Bush's ambitions in
Iraq."
The 1995-1996 government
shut down was the nation's
longest and followed a shorter
five-day one in November •
1995.
Before that, a long weekend shutdown in 1990 happened when conservative
Republicans initially refused to
accept a budget compromise
negotiated by the first President Bush that raised taxes, in
violation of his "no-newtaxes- campaign pledge.
There were about a half

passports, some government
benefit checks were delayed,
popular monuments were
closed and access to national
parks was restricted.
That led to a backlash
against Gingrich and other
Republicans, setting the stage
for Democratic gains in the
1996 elections. Gingrich later
called it a "dumb fight ...
dumbly fought." Republican
Dick Arrney of Texas, who
was majority leader at the
time, later conceded, "We
were outmaneuvered by Clinton."
Are Democrats now risking
making the same mistake in
defying a clear veto threat?
Their leaders say no.
If Bush vetoes the bill,
"It's his responsibility," said
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, 1)-Nev.
The House Democratic
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for the Museum Plaza. I simply cannot
understand why they would not support
a general advocating a tax break for
his soldiers. I am proud to know General Storm, and I am confident he did
what he felt was right on behalf of the
troops he leads.
I am reminded of World War 11
General Anthony McAuliffe. The German Army had Kentucky's 101st Airborne surrounded during the Battle of
the Bulge and demanded the 101st
surrender. General McAuliffe sent back
a one-word reply, "NUTS." Well, to
all those who criticize General Storm
for standing up for Kentucky's soldiers
and call for his dismissal, I say,
KeepS."
T
"N U
fighting General Storm, we
are with you.

Locking horns about Iraq

The

1M.

,
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Courier-Journal on one thing, General
Storm should never have had to
address the State Senate to implore our
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need more people like General Storm.
General Storm did what all good
military leaders do, he stood up for his
soldiers. The fact of the matter is,
Kentucky's fighting men and women do
deserve a tax exemption for serving in
our armed forces.
Of the 25,000, troops stationed at
Fort Campbell, only a 500, hundred
actually live in Kentucky. The rest live
in Tennessee because Tennessee has
done the right thing and offered our
soldiers a tax break for volunteering to
protect our freedoms.
1 do agree with the editors of The

,eneral Assembly to
stand up for our soldiers. Our soldiers,
for very little pay,
volunteer to put themselves in harm's way
to protect us. In my
opinion, the least we
can do is offer them
a small tax break to
say thank you.
I applaud General
Storm and was proud
Guest Voice to stand with him in
By Joey
urging the General
Assembly to act on.
Pendleton
UnforState Senator this legislation.
tunately, politics intervened in the way of
good policy and the
legislation failed. With its failure, we
failed Kentucky's soldiers.
The editors of The Courier-Journal
have no problem advocating tax breaks
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Obituaries
Winston Houser
James Winston Houser,62, Houser Road, Benton, died Saturday, I
March 31,2007, at 2:35 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A chemical operator for Westlake PVC (Air Products), Calvert
City, he was of Christian faith and a member of Pace Local 5727.
His father, Alfred Houser, preceded him in death. '
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janice Lofton Houser; one
daughter, Mrs. Angie Hawkins and husband, Roy, Murray; one son,
Michael Houser and wife, Melissa, and his mother, Mrs. Ena Bolen
Houser Bohannon. both of Benton: two stepdaughters, Mrs. Jolanda
Anderson, Bakersfield, Calif., and Mrs. Tammy Williams and husband, Tony, San Diego, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Jeanette
Hendrickson and husband, Bob, Briensburg, and Mrs. Brenda
Howell and husband, Malcolm, Benton; two grandchildren, Nicolas
Hawkins, Murray, and Chelsea Houser, Benton; one stepgranddaughtei, Christian Cravarho, San Diego.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Randy McClure and David
Hendrickson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cole Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Online condolences may be made at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Arkansas Cancer
Research Center, 4301 West Markham St. #623, Little Rock, Ark.,
71'705.

Leonard Grubbs
Leonard Grubbs, 71, Paducah, died Friday, March 30, 2007, at
6:10 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
He was retired from the United States Air Force.
He was the son of the late Jesse and Virginia
.
111
Grubbs.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Amy
DeShields, Murray; two sons, Patrick Grubbs,
Mayfield, and Chris Grubbs. Apache Junction, Ariz.;
one sister, Mrs. Bonnie Mareches, Arkansas; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Pallbearers will be Patrick Grubbs, Chris Grubbs, Eric Grubbs,
Jesse Grubbs, Murrel Henson and Scott DeShields. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Patricia Tharpe Berry
The funeral for Mrs. Patricia Tharpe Berry will be today
(Monday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel. Rev. Robert Willis will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Berry, 54, Barnett Street, Hazel, died
Thursday, March 29, 2007. at 11:30 p.m. at her
home.
Born Oct. 29, 1952, in Chicago, Ill., she was
a press operator for Dana Industries and of
Baptist faith. Preceding her in death were her
father, George E. Tharpe, and one brother,
Dennis Tharpe.
Survivors include her husband, Carl Berry
Berry
Sr.; two daughters. Joanna Berry, Paducah, and
KrisTina Berry, Lexington; two sons, Carl Berry
Jr. and Alexander Berry. both of Hazel; her mother, Mrs. Josephine
M. Tharpe, and one sister, Mrs. Deborah Aiken, both of Hazel; two
brothers, Robert Edward Tharpe and wife. Lawana, Chicago, and
Michael Gregory Tharpe and wife. Margo, Huntsville, Ala.; eight
grandchildren, Gwen, Deshon, Jourdin, Jasmine. Savannah, Drake.
Chance and Kaleb.

New Amish school
opens in wake of
October killings

Iran's tough stance in standoff with
Britain shows power of hardliners
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) Iran's tough stance in the the
standoff over 15 captured
British sailors is a demonstration of the power of hardliners
unafraid to confront the West,
analysts say.
After several days of tough
talk and threats to isolate Iran,
Britain offered to consider discussing ways to avoid disputes
in the contested waters of the
Persian Gulf, an official said
Monday.
For their part, the Iranians
pledged not to air more videos
of the captured service members, citing "positive changes"
in the British position.
The 15 Britons were detained
by Iranian naval units on March
23 while patrolling for smugglers as part of a U.N.-mandated
force monitoring the Persian
Gulf. They were seized by
Iranian naval units near the
mouth of the Shatt al-Arab, a
waterway that has long been a
disputed dividing line between
Iraq and Iran.
The comments from the
British official, who spoke on
'condition of anonymity because
of the sensitivity of the crisis,
clear signs over the weekend
that Iran was prepared to hang
tough.
On Sunday, two of the sailors
appeared on state TV, saying
they trespassed into Iranian
waters, and about 200 angry
Iranian youths threw rocks and
firecrackers at the British
Embassy and unsuccessfully
tried to rush its grounds.
Iranian students from several
universities shouted "Death to
Britain!" and "Death to
America!" and demanded the
government shut down the "den
of spies" - echoes of slogans
from a crisis of a generation ago,
when American captives were
held hostage by Tehran for 444
days.
Iran has brushed aside diplomatic overtures from the
European Union, Japan and
Turkey in recent days. And hardMahmoud
President
line
Ahmadinejad has taken a higher-profile role, declaring in his
most extensive comments on the
crisis that Britain and its allies
were "arrogant and selfish" for
not apologizing over what he

AP
An Iranian man chants slogan as police officers prevent protestors from entering the Bntish
Embassy in Tehran, Iran, Sunday during a protest calling for the expulsion of the British
ambassador because of the standoff over Iran's capture of 15 British sailors and marines.
called the Britons' incursion into
Iranian waters.
-This is going to be a prolonged problem," said Dr.
Abdulkhaleq Abdulla, a political
scientist at the United Arab
Emirates University in Dubai.
"There are parties in Iran who
would like to turn this into
another test of strong will, and
to show that Iran is capable of
making the West meet its
demands."
The Iranians' desire to
demonstrate strength is probably
behind a reversal in fortunes last
week, when it first appeared that
the Iranians were looking for a
way to end the standoff quickly.
Minister
Foreign
Mottaki said
Manouchehr
Wednesday that the only woman
captive, Faye Turney, would be
released soon. Within hours
though, the Iranians were rolling
back on that timetable, saying
that Britain's "bad behavior"
had prompted a delay.
Hardliners within the Iranian

year."
The black dust investigators
use to find fingerprints sticks to
the oils and allows them to use
tape that lifts impressions.
But a convergence of natural
forces is making this spring
especially tough for officers as
they look for fingerprints that
could identify a criminal,
according to Kim Coder, a professor of tree biology at the
University of Georgia's Warne!'
School of Forestry and Natural
Resources.
"The volume of pollen this
year is a lot greater than in previous years," Coder said.
Some areas got rain over the
weekend. But that will not end
the pollen problem. Coder said.
"A rain will temporarily wash
pollen from the air and surfaces
and cause the male flowers that
release the pollen to close,"
Coder said.
"But once those flowers dry.
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ward is to continue the often
unglamorous. but important and
quiet diplomatic work to get our
personnel home." Transport •
Minister Douglas Alexander •
told the British Broadcasting
Corp., on Sunday.
National pride has always '
been strong in Iran and hardliners have often successfully used
it to rally domestic support. analysts note.
"For years, Britain has been
doing whatever it could against
Iran in various fields, such as the
nuclear issue. They have to learn
that it costs something," said
Mahmoud Jafari, a 37-year-old
teacher.
Public support for the government could prove a turnaround in Iran. where even conof
backers
servative
Ahmadinejad had been criticizing him for focusing too heavily
on confrontation with the West
while ignoring domestic problems like high unemployment.

they will release pollen again
and continue to do so until

pollen season is over, probably
in mid-April."
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Illas Warner
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WellPoint Inc
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your community.

leadership may have delayed the
release, believing that Iran needed to assert itself at a time when
it feels under threat from the
West, some analysts said.
-They are saying they are a
power to be reckoned with in the
region," said Joust Hiltermann,
a Middle East expert from the
International Crisis Group, a
think tank. "It's a very dangerous game. Anything can go
wrong at any moment."
British officials have ruled
out Iran's demand that they
apologize for the alleged "illegal
entry" of the sailors and marines
into Iranian territory. Prime
Minister Tony Blair insists the
seizure occurred well inside
Iraqi waters.
But with the stakes high and
options few, Britain had to make
some sort of gesture toward the
Iranian position by offering to
discuss ways of avoid misunderstandings over the territorial
issues.
"The responsible way for-

Spnng pollen makes it hard for cops to get fingerprints

ATHENS, Ga. (AP)- The
pollen across the
heavy
Southeast this spring is giving
criminals a helping hand.
The yellow haze that has
been coating cars and porch furA state police vehicle was niture also makes it hard for
NICKEL MINES, Pa. (AP)
- Amish children carrying parked at the end of the drive- police to collect fingerprints at
lunch pails arrived at a new one- way Monday,and no trespassing crime scenes.
"There was too much pollen
room schoolhouse this morning. signs had been posted along the
on the car to get prints," one
marking a fresh beginning for main road.
The new school's construc- officer wrote in a recent report
students who survived a shooting that killed five classmates tion costs were paid for in part about thieves stealing the tires
with a portion of more than $4 and rims from a car at an Athens
last fall.
The New Hope Amish Million in donations to the apartment complex.
School sits a few hundred yards Nickel Mines Accountability
Officers run into this problem
from the spot where the killings Committee, the primary organi- each spring, when trees send out
took place. Built by the entire zation collecting donations on their pollen, according to Todd
community, the school is pro- behalf of the victims.
Athens-Clarke
Sartain. an
Donations,some sent directly
tected by more sophisticated
Crime Scene Unit
police
County
locks on its doors and is reach- to the school board, have also
helped provide care for the five technician.
able only by a private drive.
"Pollen's the same as dust
"For an Amish one-room wounded girls who survived.
dirt-it's a barrier that preand
returned
have
five
the
of
Four
schoolhouse, this one is spectacthe transfer of oil" from
vents
ular." said Bart Township zon- to school. The fifth, a 6-yearhands to surfaces they
criminals'
is
and
tube
feeding
a
needs
old,
Coldiron.
ing officer John
It replaces the West Nickel not able to comMunicate. touch, Sartain said. "It's always
Mines Amish School, which was according to Mike Hart of the been a problem this time of
torn down Oct. 12. Ten days ear- Bart Township Fire Department,
lier, milk truck driver Charles who is also a committee memCarl Roberts IV shot 10 girls ber. Roberts' wi4low. Mane, and
inside the school and then com- their three children have moved
mitted suicide as police closed from their home in the village of
in. The building does not have Georgetown, about a mile from
electricity or a phone but is the shooting, to another comniubright inside due to skylights nity within Lancaster County.
and windows, Coldiron said. according to Hart.
Serving the region
Charles Roberts, apparently
The phone is notable because
with
during the rampage. a teacher tormented by an unconfirmed
Wire & Laminate
had to run to a neighboring farm memory of having molested relthat had a telephone to call 911. atives 20 years earlier, and by
Shelving & Storage
At the front of the building is the 1997 death of his own infant
Systems
a steel door that locks from the daughter, shot and killed himself
as police reached the school.
A typical
inside.
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Highland Games Society and
Murray Caledonians will meet

Center for Health &
Wellness will host
educational events
Hie Center for Health &
Wellness will offer several educational events during the
month of April. which will be
offered to members, MurrayCalloway Hospital employees,
as well as the general community.
There will be an educational session, "Are You Afraid of
a Little Bacteria?" on Friday.
April 13 from noon to 12:30
p.m. at the Center for Health
& Wellness classroom. Haley
Hardin, Murray State University Dietetic Intern, will provide information on healthy
bacteria of the body — Prebiotics and Probiotics. Participants witt-tearn- how- these- bacteria are beneficial and what
foods contain these bacteria.
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will offer Baby Sitter Training Classes at the Center for
Health & Wellness on Monday. April 9 and Tuesday, April
10 from 8 a.m. to noon in the
classroom. The class is for
youth ages II through 15 years
old. The cost is $040 per person. Pre-registration is required
for all classes. For more information, or to pre-register for
the classes, call the Red Cross
at 753-1420.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in April at the Center
for Health & Wellness. The
Diabetes
Self-Management
Classes will be on Tuesday
and Wednesday and again on
Wednesday, April 18 and Thursday, April 19 from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. These classes are
presented by the Center for
Diabetes and help create awareness on the latest diabetes treatments and self-management
techniques available. For more
information, or to sign up for

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regu

Hickory Woods
Firtlretnent Center

HAPPENINGS;
by Anruta Peeler
We-cc dad 4 SeTS relating week lust sitting
the porch (-mos ing this beautiful weatlxr
We had Coca Cola pans Nedaesdas We
opened up the dining room doors and grilled
haniburgers On the paw %c drank 10f
ekes from the little buts bottles like we
used to get sears ago I rementher when we
NM refunded It* bringing the glass bottles
back When I was a stuld there was 4 little
county. store down the road nom no, house
One tit. Mu
in aunts Jild 1:1**1114 dretr
visaing And at des del to go to the ,itintrs
store and fiso some bologna and Cokes The
its sir *e had was 'ins dad sold 45 Fred
and it was straight shin MS tousln a.* the
ieils,ate who tould shoe it We made it to
the noir with no problems hut *hen cc
came luck and statical up the flume
Flicks 1401 thr door flew ,ipen and we
almost lost out Cokes and bologna' I will
nese' forget hoe we laughed. 411 t4 us
,raiddied in !Ida 4d sac That lust made that
holt/na that mush better' It's Mims the link
things thri we remember
We took anodicy long dnre through Land
Between irk Lakes this week emos mg the
Red Bud trees the nen slipped inst picked
weir MA, apples We took some tcl Mose rid
humps roads We decided we like -progresswhen it indItil 5,OW road out=
We also took anothn shorter inp to the
Musa Queen I think that will he an esery
wren outing
..surw •r hare ice strain JI
thanes WA'nkil, IN11 ii s tuu better when cou
get a it the Ikanc Queen
Site lust ncodwr special guest this week
le/outer M4/41(11 tried 1145U and Mark
lash* Thec entertained us with then Ouse
add puns- mums llow relaxing . At hope
return real soon
114e Wald 14. *14I me .1 •'sr cdtpk*er,
Piot VatInt a sely.figr Binhdas '
. ealitaine ale km41 dr firth Mr haw
hi ca s.d.close
rbas1 RA • Murra,
•
, I NeIll
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The Western Kentucky Highland Games
Society and the Murray Caledonians will
meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Tom's Grille
for a Scots Night Out and to celebrate

the classes, call 762-1/406 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 1806.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer free monthly screenings on Tuesday. April
17 for vision/glaucoma, blood
pressure, and osteoporosis heel
scans. Those interested should
call the center and set up an
appointment at 762-1348.
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will also offer American Red
Cross Basic Aid Training on
Photo provided
Thursday, April 12 from 8 ant
to 2 p.m. Basic Aid Training EVERYDAY TECHNOLOGY: Murray Middle School students
is lifesaving training for grades use technology every day in the classroom. One way students
3 through 5. he cost is $25 use technology is by video taping events at the school.
per person and lunch will he Pictured above, Seth Carter, a sixth grade student, tapes a
provided. Call the Red Cross
performance.
•at 753-1421 for more information, or to register.
Additionally, the Red Cross
is also providing American Red
Cross Swim Aid Training on
Wednesday, April II from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch will be
provided at the training. The
training is free for participants
that agree to be an Aid durThe annual CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocate) Light
ing Summer Swim 2007. For of Hope Banquet and Silent Auction will be Tuesday, April
more information on the train- 17, at 6 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
ing, call the Red Cross at 753The event is an important fundraiser for CASA and the
1420.
focal point of Child Abuse Prevention Month.
The Calloway County ChapItems from several local merchants will be featured in the
ter of the American Red Cross silent auction.
will have a Parent & Child
Tickets are $20 each and can be obtained by contacting the
Aquatics on April 23 through CASA office at 761-0164, located at 305 North Fourth St..
April 27 at the center. Both Murray.
parent and baby & parent and
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice, Hon. Bill Cunningham,
toddler classes are scheduled. will be the featured speaker. Judge Cunningham is also a wellDay and evening classes are known author of such books as "Castle: The Story of a Kenavailable and the cost is $30 tucky Prison," "Children's Promise" and "On Bende
per parent/child. For more
Also, turn on your porch light from 7 to 9 p.m.
Thursinformation or to pre-register, day. April 19, to show support and neglected children n your
contact the Red Cross at 753- community. The light conveys the message that even a single
1421 to register.
volunteer can make a difference to an abused or neglected
For more information on pro- child. "By working together, we can bring the light of1 hope
grams at the Center for Health to these children and their families," said Michelle Gantt,
& Wellness, contact Allison CASA director.
Lancaster. health promotions
coordinator at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, at 762-1348.

CASA Light of Hope
Banquet and Silent Auction
scheduled at local church

ladiesof theOaks
tar bridge play on March 28
at the club.
Winners were Mary Alice
Smith, first place, and Jo Anne
Auer. second place, according.
to Lou Ann Philpot, hostess.
Regular bridge will be played
on Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. at
the club with Shirley Wade as
hostess.
To sign up. call Wade at
o
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APR.5
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY

Meet The Robinsons
G- 7:00 - 9:10
Wild Hogs
PG 1 3 - 7: 10 - 9:20

Shooter
R - 7:20 - 9:50
age Mutant Ninia Turtles
PG- 7:25
Premonition
P61:1 - 9:15
Blades Of Glory
PC.1 3 - 7:30 - 9:35
The Hills Have Eyes 2
R- 7:35 - 9:30
300
R - 7:15 - 9:45
•
Program

intorrnattort Co 753.314 :

— Coming Soon
The World Famous

"CHUCK WAGON GANG"
also appearing
ETERNAL VISION
from Knoxville, TN
Friday, April 20th • TOO pm.at KPA:
,

_
Support groups will
meet during the month

The Center for Health & Group will meet Tuesday, April
Wellness will offer several sup- 24, at 6:30 p.m. in the Cenport group meetings during the ter for Health & Wellness classmonth of April, which Will be room. Contact Evelyn Wallis
offered to members, Murray- at 2489-2462 for more inforCalloway County employees, mation .
as well as the general com- The Breast Feeding Support
munity. They include the fol- Group will meet on Saturdays.
lowing:
April 7, 14, 21, and 28 at
The Alzheimer's Disease 10:45 a.m. at St. John's EpisSupport Group will meet Tues- copal Church. For more infordays, April 10 and 24 at 4:30 mation contact Heather Duffy
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway at 436-5657.
County Hospital board room.
Compassionate Friends SupFree sitter service during the port Group will meet Thursmeeting will also be offered. day. April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in
For more information, contact private dining room 1 at the
Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W., at 762- Murray-Calloway County Hos1108.
pital. Contact Murray-Calloway
The Bariatric Support Group County Hospital Chaplain Kerry
will meeting on Monday, April Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda
16, at 6 p.m. in the Center Bennett at 1-731-498-8324 for
for Health & Wellness class- more information.
room. For more information
Additionally, the Death of
contact Kim Royalty at 227- a Parent Support Group will
3870.
meet on Mondays. April 2, 9,
The Breast Cancer Support 16. and 23 at 7 p.m. If interested or for more information.
contact Stephanie Cunningham
at 210-4173.
The Grief Recovery Support Group will meet on Thursday, April 12. at 6:30 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Annex Conference
Room. Contact Murray-Calloway County Hospital Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 7621274 for more information.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will meet On Tuesday.
April 10 at „noon. at the George
Weaks Community Center. To
eat with the Senior Citizens,
come at 11:30' a.m. For more
information. contact Dixie Hopkins at 753-6001.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursday, April 19 at 5:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. Contact Cheryl
rrouZh at 162-T557 Tor -More
information..
---1

KIPSIONMENT SALE
NEW MURRAY LOCATION
National freard Arasery • Nwy. 121 Nava

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT
Tickets $12.50
can be purchased at

New Life Christian Bookstore
On Court Square •

Murray • 731 676 1346

W1

Drop Off: April 6-7(10-6)
Sale Opens: April 10-13(11-7)
WWW

kidingnment net

270-247-8929

Tartan Day
Those attending are encouraged to wear
their kilts, but it is not necessary. To find
out more about your Scottish Heritage,
attend this special meeting on Saturday.
For reservations call 753-5831 and leave a
message.

Jo's
Datebook TOPS Chapter will meet
By Jo Burkeen

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet
Tuesday from 9 to 10 a.m. at University
Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.
Community
Editor

Steering Committee to meet
The Steering Committee for the annual Rotary Soapbox
Derby will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the warehouse on:
the corner of Poplar and L.P. Miller Streets. Planning will continue for the June 1-2 event for the first time in the downtown area. Youngsters between the ages of 8-17 are eligible
to be race car drivers with May 19 being the deadline for registration. Sponsorships remain available. For more information
call 759-9474.
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Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909
or Mike at 293-6043.

Al-Anon meeting planned
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Kappa Department to meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Plans will be made
for the annual "Evening of Chocolate Delight" to be held
Thursday, April 26, at 5:30 p.m. at the club. This is a special
fund-raising event featuring all kinds of chocolate foods from
local businesses. Hostesses will be Carolyn Marcum. Rita Henley, Sharon Bybee and Mary Shipley.
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Temple Hill Lodge will meet

MC

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky Hwy. 464,
east of Almo, according to Jason Prescott, master.
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Laker Band Boosters will meet
Laker Band Boosters will meet today at 5:30 in the band
room of Calloway County High School. The agenda will include
voting on officers for the next year. approving the by-laws and
discussion of band banquet.

Technology committee will meet
Technology Committee of Calloway County High School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3 in the
media center.

Project Graduation plans meeting
Calloway County High School 2007 Project Graduation
Committee will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in the media center.
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All senior parents are encouraged to attend as plans continue
to be made for the event.
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Pella Relay for Life plans promotion
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Pella Relay for Life will have a rebate day today at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

Youth Center plans promotion
Main Street Youth Center will have rebate days at Pizza
Hut from April 1-7. If anyone needs the vouchers or need any
more vouchers call Amanda Crutcher, intern, at the center.

CCHS Backboard Club plans banquet

Calloway County High School Backboard Club will have its
basketball banquet on Monday. April 16, at 6 p.m. in the large
ballroom of Murray State University Curris Center. For more
information or to make reservations, contact Hal or Belinda
Perry at 759-4144 or e-mail belindaperry32@hounail.com, or
Christi Arnold at 753-6417 or christopher@wk.net. All reservations and money need to be turned in by today. There will
also be orders taken at the banquet for the 2006-2007 highlight CD which will be sold for $10 each.

MHS Backboard Club plans banquet

Murray High School Backboard Club will host its annual
banquet on Sunday. April 15, at I p.m. in the third floor ballroom of Murray State University Curtis Center. Tickets for
$13 each are currently on sale in the high school 4Tice until
Tuesday. After that date, no tickets will be available."Fhe ticket includes the Italian buffet and the awards program
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Support Group will meet

Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Lodge meeting tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will

meet tonight at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall.

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tomoght at
at the district water office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo
-ymosigoossi-r
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Custom rate survey provides farmers baseline costs
By LAURA SKILLMAN
operation tasks, 44 hay operations, 34
LEXINGTON,Ky. — Some farmers turn miscellaneous operations and 72 unadjustto others to help with specific farm work ed rates for miscellaneous operations.
such as baling hay or combining grain,
-The stimuli for doing this came both
while other farmers do custom work to from county extension agents and from
help add to their farm income. So where fanners who where looking for custom
do farmers go to find out how much it rates for Kentucky," he said. "So the need
will cost to hire a specific service? Or, was there, but there was no time to do
if they want to make extra money them- it (a state survey) before spring planting.
selves doing custom work, how do they There were a lot of other surveys that
know how much income to expect?
were applicable to Kentucky conditions,
Those are questions Greg Halich, farm so why not utilize them in some fashmanagement specialist with the Universi- ion? So, I came up with the idea of averty of Kentucky College of Agriculture, aging the other surveys and modifying
sought to answer recently by compiling them for differences."
custom machinery rate data. Halich found
To account for differences in efficien10-year-old Kentucky figures that were
cy and market conditions, Halich's report
more cost analyses, so to provide the
shows not only the average adjusted rate
state's farmers with more current and
applicable figures, he compiled survey of the five states but also gives a rate
information from Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, 15 percent below that and 30 percent
Iowa and Kansas. The rates he has cal- above it. These three rates are presented
culated are averages for these combined to provide a range of rates that are likestates and are adjusted for differences in ly to occur in the state.
The data is designed to provide a basefuel price, machinery costs and wages at
the time of the reported surveys. Adjust- line for estimating reasonable custom
ed data is available on 64 grain crop machinery rates in Kentucky, he said.

Photo provided
Noah Newsome, P4 student at Murray Elementary, assists
"the chef" during the assembly.

Actual custom rates are determined based
on supply and demand within a localized
market and can vary substantially. That
is the main reason for the range of rates
and these estimates should not be used
to set rates for any area, he said.
One important note is that the majority of the original survey respondents in
the five states are likely to be large operators in the grain belt, Halich said. "So.
the average rate presented in the Kentucky report for grain-related activities
are most suited to western Kentucky.
Farmers in central and eastern Kentucky
may want to adjust rates upward.
"Also, county agents have told me that
in counties that are more urbanized and
you have a lot more smaller farms, the
activities are going to be higher than in
other areas," he said. "That's why I wanted to go with the range in rates."
The custom machinery rate data compiled by Halich is available on the Department of Agricultural Economics Web site
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/
at
AgEcon/pubs/ext_aec/2007-01.pdf.

Ag Adventure Day at
Dairy Products Association Ky. permitted to use fungicide
Murray Elementary held seeks award nominations to combat disease in wheat
The COSI On Wheels program designed to enhance students' knowledge of the science of the agriculture industry
recently visited Murray Elementary School. The program was
funded by a grant and coordinated by Cindy Cossey of the
Calloway County Conservation Office.
During the assembly students explored where food come
from, technology used on the farm and food processing. Following the assembly students participated in hands-on activities and had the opportunity to discover more about vacuums,
nutrition and modern day farming.
Many volunteers assisted students as they visited a variety
Of stations such as: Put Your Muscles to Work, Product Pandemonium, Get Growing, Soil Testing and Farmland Preservation.

Deadline approaching
for farmers market
promotion grants
April 13 is the last day to
submit applications for USDA's
Farmers Market Promotion Program (FMPP) grants.
The Farmers Market Promotion Program was created
through a recent amendment
of the Farmer-to-Consumer
Direct Marketing Act of 1976.
The grants, authorized by the
Farmers Market Promotion Program, are targeted to help
improve and expand domestic
markets, roadside
farmers
stands, community-supported
agriculture programs and other
producer-to-consumer
direct
market opportunities. Approximately SI million is allocated for Fiscal Year 2007 for
the Farmers Market Promotion
Program, with the requirement
that the maximum amount
awarded for any one proposal
cannot exceed $75,000.
Entities eligible to apply
include agricultural cooperatives, local governments, nonprofit corporations, public
health corporations, economic
corporations,
development
regional farmers' market authorities and Tribal government.
"The Farmers Market Promotion Program is a great
opportunity to help producers
and communities cover some
of the start-up costs of establishing a local farmers market. And it helps with advertising associated with farmers
markets. Farmers markets are
good for communities, bringing farmers and consumers
together to create a stronger
local economy and providing
consumers with fresh, affordable produce," said Mike
Heavrin with the Center for
Rural Affairs.
Fresh, locally grown produce that is picked when perfectly ripened has enhanced
taste, texture, aroma, and nutritive value of the produce.
Fanners Markets also help
reduce the amount of energy
used for food transportation.
The existing system of food
transportation and distribution
requires enormous amounts or
energy and resources.
Before reaching your table.
the average food item in the
United States will travel 1,300
miles. •
Only about 10 percent of
the fossil fuel energy used in
the world's food system is used
for production. The other 90
percent goes into packaging.

transportation, and marketing
of the food.
For more information on the
Farmers Market Promotion Program Grants and how to apply,
http://www.ams.usda.
visit
gov/FMPP or contact Mike
Heavrin, Program Cooperative
Development Manager at the
Center for Rural Affairs at
(402) 687-2103 ext 1008 or
mikeh@cfra.org .
Established in 1973, the Center for Rural Affairs is a private, non-profit organization
working to strengthen small
businesses, family farms and
ranches, and rural communities' through action oriented
programs addressing social,
economic, and environmental
issues.

The Dairy Products Association of Kentucky (DPAK) is
taking nominations for the sixth
annual Kentucky Quality Dairy
Producer Award.
The award recognizes the
Kentucky dairy producer who
best portrays the production of
high-quality milk. The competition is open to all Kentucky
dairy producers. The award will
be presented at the Dairy Recognition Dinner during the Kentucky State Fair in August.
To determine finalists for
the event, a committee will
review four criteria, weighted
25 percent each: somatic cell,
bacteria and preliminary incubation (PI) counts of the producer's milk, and a farm inspection. Criteria must be based
on producer data derived from
April 1, 2006, through March
31, 2007. All nominees must
have valid permits from the
Milk Safety Branch of the Cabinet for Health Services
throughout this period.
Nomination forms must be
postmarked or delivered to
DPAK no later than June 8.
The forms may be submitted

The U.S. Environmental Protection
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Agency has re-issued a specific exemption to permit the use
of the fungicides Folicur 3.6F and Onus 3.6F to control Fusarium head blight in wheat, Agriculture Commissioner Richie
Farmer has announced.
"Kentucky Department of Agriculture staff and the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service had to go the
extra mile to get this approval through the EPA's new threetier process," Commissioner Farmer said. -Their hard work
paid off, and Kentucky wheat growers have another weapon in
their arsenal against Fusarium head blight."
The products may be applied as a preventive foliar spray
when the earliest disease appears on the stem. A maximum of
one application may be made using ground or aerial equipment
at a rate of 4 fluid ounces of formulation per acre per season. Application may be made from the time the head is halfemerged to the end of the flowering stage. Applications may
not be made within 30 days of harvest. The specific exemption (known as a Section 18) will expire May 30, and no
applications of Folicur 3.6F or Onus 3.6F may be made after
that date.
Donald Hershman, wheat specialist at the UK Research and
Education Center at Princeton, said the products will suppress
Fusarium head blight and indicated a 40-50 percent control.
Data indicate that Fusarium head blight suppression with these
products results in higher wheat yields. Hershman said.
Commissioner Farmer emphasized that applicators must follow the label for all pesticide use and applications. Folicur and
Oritis fungicides may not be applied directly to water or an
-area where surface water is present. Pesticide runoff may be
hazardous to aquatic life, so any rinsate must be disposed of
in a manner that does not contaminate a water resource.
For more information, contact the KDA's Division of Environmental Services at (502) 573-0282; Donald Hershman at
(270) 365-7541, ext. 215; or your county Extension agent.

Join

'Service After Sale
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Operated
---

753-4703
SUPPORT LOCAL AGRIGULTURE

212 E. Main Street • 753-1586

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns filed electronically
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INSURANCE:Auto, Home,Boat, Manufactured Home

MURRAY APPLIANCE

Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!
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djus able
We Can Help!
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
..urray, KY 42o71• 270-753-7665
_ •.
408 S. 12_
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Bectins To Blossoms
1437 Bethel Rd.• 753-4050

Greenhouses are bursting with color!!
Av.esome selection of annuals, perennials. herbs,
antique roses. mixed pots. herb pots and wall basket,
Heirloom tomato plants. the hest tasting
tomato you will ever grow
Other garden plants include tame blackberries.
straw bemes, peppers, cucumbers, melons.
squash, cabbage. broccoli, and lettuce
Naturally Grown Produce Available Soon
inrwassistsbiessout.em
Open Tues.-Sat 9-5
Closed ,sun & %Inn.
•••••••••••••
'••••••••••1146.

FARM BUREA11...Here's Why!!
25% OFF Sherwin-Williams Paints
60% OFF Coast to Coast Eyeglasses/Contacts
10% OFF Dell Computers
s500 OFF GM Vehicles

'Full Parts Dept.

Openings For New Mists

ifeadli

by producers themselves or by
professionals who serve the
dairy industry such as dairy field
representatives, veterinarians,
personnel, milk
extension
haulers and others. These individuals should work with the
dairy producers to complete
the forms.
Nomination forms may be
downloaded and printed from
the University of Kentucky
Division of Regulatory Sersite
at
vices
Web
on
www.rs.uky.edu. Click
"Milk," then "Information on
the 2007 Kentucky Quality
Dairy Producer Award," then
"Nomination form." Send or
deliver completed forms to
DPAK Executive Office. David
Klee, 514 General John Payne
Blvd., Georgetown, KY 40324.
DPAK represents dairy processing and manufacturing
plants in Kentucky with!membership that includes industry,
technical and academic representatives. The award is also
sponsored by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, UK
and the Kentucky Dairy Development Council.
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LookingBack
Kentucky Federation a Women's
Clubs. She was a representative
of the Murray Woman's Club in
the contest.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs_ Tommy Veazey,
March 24.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Mrs.
John Gregory. chairman of the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, presenting a check
to George Han, president of the
Bank of Murray, for the final payment on the bank loan for the
room built for the Sigma Kindergarten at Robertson School.
About 1,500 students from West
Kentucky were in Murray March
31 and April 1 for the second
music festival held at Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stewart
of 310 North Sixth St., Murray,
celebrated their 67th wedding
anniversary on April I.
50 years ago
Evangelist W.B. Carey IS the
evangelist at the revival meeting
being held at Hazel Baptist Church,
according to Rev. M.M. Hampton, pastor.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, professor at
Murray State College, talked about
"Labor Laws and What Developments Have Taken Place in
Recent Years" at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club house.
Elected as new officers of the
Lynn Grove High School unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association
were Mrs. Billy Murdock, president. Mrs. Calvin Scott, vice president, Mrs. Glenn Kelso, secretary, and Mrs. Ted Potts, treasurer.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby McCuiston.

Ponce de Leon landed in Honda.
In 1792, Congress passed the
Coinage Act, which authorized
establishment of the U.S. Mint.
In 1805. storyteller Hans Christian Andersen was born in Odense,
Denmark.
'In 1865. Ctinfederate President
Davis and most of his Cabinet
fled the Confederate capital of
Richmond. Va., because of advancing Union forces.
In 1872, Samuel F.B. Morse.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter recently had a baby boy.
Mother and baby are doing
line, but the problem is the
sonogram during pregnancy
showed a baby girl, according
to the doctor. So now our grandson has a slew of pink blankets, jammies
and
clothes
given
by
friends
before little
Jack
was
born. I say,
no big deal.
My wife
it is a
Dear Abby says
big deal. No
way a boy
By Abigail
should
be
Van Buren
dressed
in
- pink. She's worried the color
will give the wrong message
to people, who will then treat
our grandson like a girl in a
way they won't even be aware
of, even though they're told
he's a boy: She -wotries that
this will somehow make him
a cross-dresser when he's grown
up and make him gay.
Our daughter and son-inlaw are in a quandary, too,
over the pink clothes. What
do you think? -- JACK'S
GRANDPA
IN
GUERNEV1LLE, CALIF.
DEAR GRANDPA:As long
as the baby gifts have not
been used, there should be no
'problem ‘exchanging them for
items in the "right' color.
However, please tell your
wife that her fears are groundless. Even if her grandson

developer of the electric telegraph.
died in New York.
In 1932. aviator Charles A.
Lindbergh and John F. Condon
went to a cemetery in New York
City's Bronx borough. where Condon turned over S50,000 to an
unidentified- man in exchange for
Lindbergh's kidnapped son. (The
child, however, was not returned,
and was found dead the following month.)
In 1974, French president
Georges Pompidou died in Pans.
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Baby boy isn't pretty in pink
to some members of family

Todayinliistory
By The Associated Prow
Today is Monday. April 2, the
92nd day of 2007. There are 273
days left in the year. The Jewish
holiday Passover begins at sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 2, 1917. President
Wilson asked Congress to declare
war against Germany. saying,"The
world must be made safe for
democracy."
On this date:
In 1513. Spanish explorer Juan

A
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10 years ago
Don Elias, city administrator,
said road crews are once again
working on the Chestnut Street
expansion project.
The fourth annual Health Fair
is being held today in the small
ballroom of Murray State University ('urns Center This is being
sponsored by the MSU Vrellness
Center.
Births reported include a boy
to Tara and Michael Vaughn and
a boy to Kelly and Timothy Lewis,
March 26.
Mr. and MIS. Bernice Garland
will be married for 50 years April
5.
20 years ago
Anne Thompson Wood of Calloway County is one of four Kentucky recipients of the WPSD-TV
1987 Jefferson Awards, sponsored
by the television station and the
National Jefferson Award Foundation. Wood is a retired teacher
and now a Volunteer at the WATCH
Center and Calloway County Public Library.
Published is a picture of Lois
Fairfield of Murray who has donated printing matenals dating back
as four centuries to the Libraries
of Murray State University. She
is pictured with Dr. Keith Heim,
director of the Pogue Special Collections Library, and Dr. Coy L.
Harmon, dean of the libraries.
30 years ago
The voluntary energy conserv anon program instituted here at
the first of February this year was
termed a huge success by the
Murray Natural Gas System,
according to Tommy Marshall,
superintendent of the gas system.
and Ralph Bigger, a consultant
with the gas system.
Julie Outland won first place
for her batik in the student art
contest of the First District of the
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decides to become a crossdresser later in life -- which,
by the way is NOT related to
what color clothes a man wore
as a baby -- it won't make
him gay. The majority of crossdressers are heterosexual.
*Oa

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a 23year-old "woman." I say
"woman" because 1 still feel
like a girl.
I graduated from college
two years ago. Unlike a lot
of people my age, I am selfsupporting. Since graduation,
I have tried to adopt some of
the behaviors of an adult. I work
hard at my job and manage
my money well. I get up early
on weekends and do chores
around the house, and I'm
learning how to cook. I make
an effort to reach out to my
parents, who are recently
retired. I try to learn about
the world around me and keep
up with the news.
So why do I still feel like
a teenage kid? -- KID AT
HEART IN NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR KID AT HEART:
Please don't judge yourself so
harshly. You are more mature
than many people who are
chronologically older.
From my perspective, it
appears that you are growing
up at a very respectable pace.
If you are under the impression that because people reach
a certain age they are suddenly mature adults, you are operating under a misconception.
Age is only a number. People
mature at different rates, and
there are folks in their 50s,
60s and older who are still
growing up. Wisdom and maturity are gained cumulatively - and in some cases it can
take a lot longer than 21 years
for individuals to stop behaving like children.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I was visiting a local shopping center
and was dismayed to notice
that ,the car parked next to
mine had a baby seat in the
back -- complete with an actual live baby.
My first instinct was to
immediately call the police.
However, it was a mild day
and partially overcast, and the
moderate conditions made me
hesitate for fear, of being a
"busybody." A day later, I'm
still second-guessing myself. So
I ask you, did I do the right
thing by not sticking my nose
in. or was it my responsibility to have alerted the authorities? -- INDECISIVE IN SAN
ATEO
DEAR
INDECISIVE:
Unless you were prepared to
stay by the vehicle until that
foolish,
neglectful
parent
returned, you should have
called the police. Leaving a
baby alone in a parking lot,
regardless of how mild the
weather was, is against the
law. In some states, there are
also laws against leaving pets
in parked cars.

Heart attack leads to
grandpa's depression
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, my grandfather had a heart
attack. It was unexpe:ted because
he's one of the healthiest men
anyone could ever encounter.
He went through bypass surgery, and the doctor claims that
he
has
organs
as
healthy as a
young
man's. After
his surgery,
however, it's
like 1 don't
even know
who he is.
Dr. Gott He's not the
way he used
to be. My
By
Dr. Peter Gott grandfather
used to walk
all the time, drink coffee in the
morning and eat ice cream at
night, crack jokes relentlessly
and was curious. While shopping, he wouldn't wait for his
companions; he'd head off to
look at what interested him.
Since the surgery. he barely eats
anything, won't touch ice cream
and won't joke or wander off
without someone being able to
find him. It's rare that he smiles
anymore, and he doesn't make
much eye contact during a conversation.
My grandma says he's really depressed, and I see it, too.
It's not expected he'd admit it,
but it's painful to him as well
as to his loved ones to see this
new person he's become. It
seems as if he doesn't have
any energy. Is there a way to
lift his spirits and get him out
of this slump? Please help.
DEAR READER: Although
your grandfather's change in
behavior and viewpoint seem to
reflect depression, I believe that
a thorough medical evaluation

is necessary. For example, c
he have had a stroke during
after surgery? Is he begi
to suffer some type of de
tia? Is there an undiagno
health problem?
I urge you to share yo
concerns with his physician.
Don't procrastinate. This is serious. If, in fact, I am wrong,
your grandfather will need psychiatric attention and medication.
But if I am correct, he may
have a medical problem, such
as anemia or an underactive
thyroid gland, that could be corrected. I am suspicious of a
stroke or other brain disorder
because of 1.) the speed with
which he has deteriorated, 2.)
his heart attack indicates arterial disease and 3.) his surgery
could have led to vascular blood
clots.
Let me know how this plays
out.
To give you related information. 1 am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report
"Stroke."
DEAR DR. GOTT:My husband and I have been married
20 years and dated for four
years prior to marriage.
For the past 10 years or so,
I have been dry. We used estrogen and all kinds of easy-glide
jellies vaginally. Nothing helps,
and now I am feeling as if I
have been branded when we
are intimate. I burn and feel so
tight. Do you have any suggeir
tions?
:
DEAR READER: I strongly urge you to address this problem with your gynecologist, who
will be able to suggest a reiolution for your discomfort. Fok
example, intermittent courses of
oral estrogen therapy would
probably help you.

CODtTOctBridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.
French West (A crealled with one
North-South vulnerable.
notrump! This type of overcall —
NORTH
indicating a long suit and a weak:
+31095
hand
is known in France as the;
ilf A 96 5
comic notrump (le suns altmtp.
•A 3
comique). North doubled to show a:
•A 10 3
- good hand. and Fast added spice to:.
WEST
EAS'Ir
the goings-on by leaping to five
+8432
*7
clubs.
*1 3
1110
South bid five hearts, thus indi;
•Q987642 1115
eating much more than a minimum
•*Kt/1987652 opening bid, and North raised him to
SOUTH
six. Perhaps Fast should has e passed;
•A K Q 6
— the bidding surely would have
flPICQ/1742
died then and there
hut he bi4:
•K 10
seven clubs as a sacnfice against the
+4
small slam he felt sure the opponenti
The bidding:
could
e.
Smith
West
North
Fast
This ta tic backfired when it gas ti
I 11,
I NT
Dblc
5•
South a hance to make a forcing,
511
,
Pass
6•
7
n that way invite partner ter
Pass
Pass
Pass
7•
go on to WI,en hearts with a suitable
Opening lead
two of diamonds
hand. !lad South held a weaker hand,
It is often difficult to reach the
he would have doubled to stop his
best contract when sour opponents partner from bidding a grand slam.
cramp the bidding space with nuiNorth had no real problem,
sance bids. Howes er, such tactics
under the circumstances. Ile realized
occasionally boomerang, which is that his three aces were exactly the
what happened in this deal from the kind of medicine South needed for a
1966 World Pair Championship grand slam. So he bid seven hearts.
when a Spanish pair crossed swords which was easily made for a score of
with a French pair
2,210 points, and the comic notrump
The Spanish South opened the did not prove to he so comical alter
bidding with one heart, and thc all.
Tomorrow: Precision defense.
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57 Stockholm
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FINAL FOUR

Flexing their muscles
GATORS, BUCKEYES MONOPOLIZE FOOTBALL, HOOPS
ATLANTA (AP) — They have money,
fans and facilities — three key ingredigrits that make any athletic department great.
. That begins to explain how Florida
and Ohio State have come to dominate
the year in college sports like no two
programs ever have.
. On Monday, they meet for the men's
basketball title. Three months ago, they
played for the football championship. The
Gators are already the first program to
hold the two titles at the same time.
Funny how things turn out when you've
got a few extra million to spend on sports
at your university.
"When you have resources, that usu-

ally means you have
the wherewithal to
INAL
have good facilities,"
said Chuck Neinas,
O.UR
the ' well-respected
leader of a search
National
Champtonship
firm that finds footToday
and athonFo State (35-3) vs. ball coaches
letic directors for bigFlorida (34-5),8 p.m.
time programs. "You
build a tradition of success that attracts
talent, and that allows you to pay for
good coaches."
Though the schools operate in different regions, they share more common
traits than differences.

One key similarity: These are — or at
least once were — schools where football was king, and they learned how to
use that to their advantage.
Success in football drives success in
everything else at most universities. With
the exceptions of a few elite basketball
programs, there's simply more money to
be made by filling 105,000 seats in the
Horseshoe, or 90,000 at the Swamp, than
by filling a basketball arena one-fifth their
size.
'The correlation between 105,000 peopie on a Saturday afternoon in the Shoe
IIII See FINAL FOUR, 2B

erMets take it

I

AP

AMERICAN BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Cardinals starting pitcher Chris Carpenter catches the ball
as he prepares to pitch in the third inning against the
New York Mets during Sunday night's MLB season openat Busch Stadium.

Decision

out on Cards
NEW YORKERS EXACT A LITTLE
IWENGE ON DEFENDING CHAMPS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8 Times

manager Steve Van Waes share in conversaKentucky Retros head coach Kevin Waters (left) and owner/general
Paducah.
tion during team tryouts on Saturday at Walter-Jetton School in

TRYOUT SESSION

And Waters was genuinely
impressed with what he saw
the first time out.
"The quality of all II players was very Satisfying. Plus,
we got the ball rolling, so I'm
pleased with the fact that we've
initiated the first free agent
camp," he said. "I was
impressed with some of the
players. They all got after it
and played hard under some
extremely warm conditions."
Waters said the next tryout
for the squad will be April 28
in Louisville. Tryouts are only
scheduled a month in advanced.
but Waters added he would
like to get to Bowling Green,
along with. Memphis and
Nashville, Tenn., as well as New
Orleans.
For more information, visit
at
website
team's
the
http:www/kyretros.net

MSU BASEBALL

Hudson's single
lifts 'Breds,6-5

RETROS HOLD 1ST
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
PADUCAH. Ky. — The
color of the basketball is different, but it still bounces and
rolls the same way.
The Kentucky Retros of the
American Basketball Association rolled out their red, white
and blue basketball on Saturday in the team's first tryout
at Walter-Jetton School in Paducah.
Retro coach Kevin Waters,
a former assistant to Joi Felton at Murray State for one
season (2005-06), was on hand,
along with owner and general
'manager Steve Van Waes, to
scout and evaluate talent for
The Murray-based team.
Eleven players in all were
on hand Saturday — five of
'which were former Murray State
University basketball players.

wright with the bases loaded
to end Game 7 of the NLCS,
capped a three-run fourth with
an RBI single that made it 50. Beltran's most important
contribution came in the field,
throwing out David Eckstein
trying to score from second
on Preston Wilson's sharp single to center to neutralize the
Cardinals' best threat in the
sixth.
"That's a game-changing
play, Beltran's play," Lo Duca
said."We played great defense."
The Cardinals raised their
World Series flag in an hourlong pre-game ceremony that
featured Hall of Famers Stan
Musial, Bob Gibson, Lou Brock
and Red Schoendienst, an
appearance by the Budweiser
Clydesdales and a convertible
motorcade that passed the championship trophy near home
plate.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — For the
Mets, a season-opening victory against the Cardinals wasn't about to 'Make up .for last
October's NLCS loss to St.
Louis.
It was, however, a good
place for New York to start.
Tom Glavine earned his
291st win, Paul Lo Duca and
Carlos Delgado knocked in five
runs, and Carlos Beltran contributed with his bat and arm
in a 6-1 victory over the Cardinals on Sunday night.
"To get the season going
there was a lot of anxiety,"
Lo Duca said.
"We came ready to play.
We made some great defensive plays and Tommy G went
out there like riding a bicycle."
Beltran, who took a called
third strike from Adam Wain-

MSU SALVAGES FINALE OF
THREE-GAME SET VS. SEMO
Staff Report
Senior second baseman Seth
Hudson's RBI single in the
bottom of the seventh inning
lifted homestanding Murray
State to a 6-5 Ohio Valley
Conference triumph over Southeast Missouri State on Sunday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
The game-winning hit gave
the 'Breds(6-19)their third conference win in six games this
season and helped them avoid
a three-game sweep by the visiting Redhawks (19-8, 5-1
OVC), who won Saturday's
first game of the three-game
set 6-5 in 11 innings before
Times
&
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger
Game I of yesterclaiming
Kentucky
the
for
tryouts
during
drills
through
Players run
er, 17-3.
doublehead
day's
Retros of the ABA on Saturday at Walter-Jetton School
Southeast Missouri broke a
in Paducah.

1Pti

scoreless tie with a four-run
fourth inning, putting the runs
on the board on four hits and
two Murray State errors.
But the 'Breds ralfltdomios.
three runs in the bottom half
of the frame, which was highlighted by a two-run home run
off the bat of sophomore third
baseman Tyler Owen.
The Redhawks grabbed a 53 lead with a run in the top
of the sixth, but MSU bounced
back to tie the contest with
two runs in the bottom half
of the inning. Senior center
,Ier Pittman had the
fielder 1)
game-tying hit with a two-run
double, setting the stage for
Hudson's dramatics in the sevMI See 'BREDS,28

YOUTH BASEBALL

Locals fare well in fourth annual Early Bird tourney
Staff Report
Baseball great Rogers Hornsby has
a famous quote about spending the
winter looking out his window and
waiting for spring and the return of
baseball.
Aptly. the quote was featured on
the souvenir t-shirt sold over the
weekend at the fourth annual USSSA
Early Bird Classic youth baseball
tournament.
The players and families on the
32 participating teams from four states

also had to do a little waiting around
of their own on Saturday night, as
heavy rains postponed games in the
local tournament.
But. like Hornsby., the teams and
fans got their wish when the tournament was completed on a beautiful
Sunday. and champs in the six age
divisions were crowned.
Field tarps. which were purchased
four years ago by the Murray Tounsm
Commission Parks Department and
the Murray Rotary Club. were put in

place on Saturday afternoon when the
rains arrived.
The tarps will pulled off early
Sunday morning. Play resumed at 10
o'clock and continued through the
last of the 56 games on Sunday night
at 7:30.
While tournament organizers battled the elements, the kids were battling on the diamonds, And the six
local participating teams all fared well
and showed improvement during the
weekend's games.
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Lady Vols
to play for
national title
CLEVELAND (AP) - Pat
Sununitt didn't become a Hall
of Earner, record nearly 1.000
career victories or win six
by
championships
NCAA
coaching many teams that shot
27 percent — and still won.
Guess there's a first for
everything.
In a game that promised
offensive beauty and delivered
something much. uglier, Tennessee rallied from a 12-point
deficit in the final 8:18 to
defeat North Carolina 56-50 in
the NCAA tournament semifinals on Sunday night.
The Lady Vols (33-3) moved
into their 12th NCAA title
game despite making just 17of-63 (27 percent) of their
shots, setting a record for the
lowest field-goal percentage by
a winning team in the Final
Four.
"So we're in the record book
again?" Summitt said. "I like
that. It ain't pretty. but we're
there."
So they are. The Lady Vols,
who haven't won a national
title since 1998 — an eternity on Rocky Top — will face
Rutgers on Tuesday night in
the championship. The Scarlet
Knights advanced with a 5935 win over LSU in another
game that wasn't befitting of
the sport's biggest stage.
Summitt wasn't about to
complain or apologize for her
less-than-spectacular
team's
performance or for a showcase
game that was almost too
painful to watch.

SPONSORED B" STUART ALEXANDEO

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 170.21-m• 121 re.IIIPM6
mai

DISTRICT CHAMPS!: The Calloway County Middle School girls soccer team captured the middle school district tournament championship by defeating rival Murray Middle School 2-0 last Thursday night at Mike Miller Park in Dratfenville.
Members of the team pictured include (front row, from left) Kayla Grady, Melina
Dodd, Ashley Gullixson, Sara Wann, Jaclin Patterson, Allie Daniels, Safiah Hassan, Cheyenne Maddox, Arista Mannint, Crystal Black, Katlin Walker, (back row)
Paige Paschall, Emily Crouse, Courtney Owen, Beth Courtney, Hayle Bucy, Averee
Fields, Emily Chnsman, Kaylee Williams, Katlin Cook, Megan Pittenger, Anglea
West, head coach Mike Harlan and assistant coach Bethany Harlan. Not pictured
is Erin Jones.

MURRAY HIGH BASEBALL

igers claim Classic games
Staff Report
The Murray High School
baseball team put together two
solid outings over the weekend to win back-to-back games
at its own Tiger Classic.
On Saturday, the Tigers overcome some weather elements
and then some errors in beating Caldwell County 8-7.
Rain played a big part in
Murray's one-run win against
the Tigers, in which they committed three errors.
After scoring three runs in
each of the first three innings.
Murray tacked on five runs in
the bottom of the sixth inning
to take a 8-1 lead. Then, Mother Nature took its turn at the

plate by halting the game.
Following the downpour in
the top of the seventh, Caldwell walked five times and
scored six runs its their own
as field conditions worsen.
Brock Downey saved the
day for Murray, as his strikeout with the bases loaded preserved the win for Mike Johnson and crew, who moved to
'
3-0 on the season.
Bradley Cobb (2-0) took the
win on the mound. while Chess
Volp(2-for-4) and Tanner Richerson (2-for-3) led the way at
the plate.
On Friday, Murray prevailed
over Lone Oak 9-6 in a game
that went into extra innings.

Both squads were tied at 66 after seven innings of play,
but Murray scored three runs
in the top of the ninth to win
a contest in which both team's
pounded out eight hits.
Murray had three errors in
the game, while Lone Oak
committed just two.
The Tigers took a 2-1 lead,
but in the bottom of the third
inning, Lone Oak scored three
runs for a 4-2 advantage.
Murray countered with three
runs of its own in the top of
the fifth, holding off a late
rally by Lone Oak in the sixth
inning (two runs) to tack on
one more in the seventh to tie
the game at 6-all.

Reynolds leads Lakers to win
AP

TV Schedule
Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN - Tampa Bay at N V Ykinkees
1205 p.m.
TBS - Atlanta at Philadelphia
1 p.m.
ESPN2 - Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati
Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati
WON
3 p.m.
ESPN
Boston at Kansas City
6 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Baltimore at Minnesota
9 p.m.
ESPN2
Tetas at I A Angels
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
9 p.m
CBS -- NCAA Division I tournament
cnampeonship game Flona•UCLA win
flifvS ONO St Georgetwon *WYNN at

Atlanta

Staff Report
Josh Reynolds remained perfect on the season, picking up his second win on the mound
as the Calloway County Lakers beat St. Mary
4-2 on Saturday.
Reynolds worked seven innings, allowing
two runs tone earned) on six hits while. striking out three and walking two.
At the dish, Seth Asher went 3-for-3 and
an RBI for Calloway (3-1), while Reynolds
was 2-for-3.
The Lakers struck early, plating two runs in
the bottom of the first inning and adding one
more in the third to take a 3-1 lead. Calloway
scored one more run in the fourth and out-hit
St. Mary 9-6, despite making four errors.
On Friday. Calloway suffered its first loss
of the season —an 11-9 defeat at Henry County. Tenn.

Calloway trailed 8-3 in the fifth. But with
the bases loaded, Colby Starks hit a grand
slam, making it a one-run (14-7) ballgarne. But
the Patriots came back in the sixth inning to
get three runs and hold on for the 11-9 win.
The Lakers will now play seven games in
six days, beginning today at 5:30 p.m.. when
they travel to Caldwell County. Tuesday, the
Lakers play at Graves County at 4:30 before
going to Hickman County. on Wednesday.
On Friday. Calloway plays in the McCracken County Wooden Bat Tournament. The Lakers will play at Reidland on Friday. taking on
North County. Mo., at 6 p.m.. before the face
the Greyhounds at 8.
On Saturday. at St. Mary High School. Calloway will play Sikeston at II a.m.. and Marion. III., at I p.m.

•Tourney
From Page 1B
Blaze was surprisingly strong
in its first games of the season, reaching the championship
bracket from prail play before
falling 5-I to the eventual champion Bombers. The Jackson Purchase Redbirds were also
pleased with weekend results.
as their team lost a disappointing 4-3 contest in the semifinals of the consolation bracket.
1Play in the I2-under
%ion was intense as the West

WE RENT TRENCHERS BACKHOES

Need plumbing pipe or
electrical wire? Get it here!
tear if
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Tennessee's Shannon Bobbat, right, jumps into the arms
of teammate Nicky Anosike
(55) as they celebrate defeating North Carolina on Sunday at the Women's Final
Four in Cleveland
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Kentucky Patriots took home
the hardware with a 13-5 win
over the SEMO Cobras. The
Murray Jaguars were sent home
on Sunday by the Patriots in
a very close 8-6 semifinal contest.
For the fourth straight year,
the E'town Thunder and
Andrews Athletic 11mm Greenfield, Tenn.) met in championship of their respective age
division of the Early Bird —
this time the 3-under division.
The Thunder prevailed 2-1
over Andrews in the final contest of the weekend. The West
Kentucky Hurricanes — comprised predominantly of players from Murray and Mayfield
-- played in its first tournament of the season and battled to the wire before falling
6-5 to Andrews on Sunday afternoon.
The Early Bird Classic is
the first of seven Teamwork

tournaMarketing-produced
ments that will be played in
Murray this summer.
Next on the schedule is the
sixth annual Murray Rotary
Invitational on Apnl 20-22.
which is expected to draw nearly 50 teams to the community.
The fourth annual Purchase
Area "A" Championships — a
Murray YSA fund-raiser preseason tournament for local
drafted teams -- will be held
April 27-29 at the Murray-Calloway County Parks fields. The
ninth annual West Kentucky
Invitational will take place here
June 8-10.
Murray was selected for the
honor of hosting two divisions
of the USSSA's Kentucky State
Championships this season after
successfully hosting them here
in 2(X)4 and 2006. The I 2u
and I 3u state championships
will be held in Murray June
22-24.

All Times CDT
East Division
L Pc1 GB
W
—
0 0 000
EtaMmore
—
0 0.000
Boston
—
000
0
0
ton,
New
—
0 0 000
Tampa Bay
—
0 0.000
Toronto
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
0 0 000
Chicago
—
0 0 000
Cleveland
—
0 0 000
Detroit
—
000
0
0
Kansas City
—
0 0 000
Minnesota
West Division
L Pct GB
—
0 0 000
Los Angeles
—
000
0
0
Oakland
—
0 0 000
Seattle
—
0 0 000
Texas
Today's Games
-Toronto (Halladay 16-5) at Detroit
(Bonderman 14-8), 1205 pm
Tampa Bay (Kazrrw 10-8) at N Y
Yankees (Pavan° 0-0), 12:05 pm
Cleveland (Sabedisa 12-11) at Chicago
While Sox (Contreras 13-9). 1 05 pm
Boston (Schilling 15-7) at Kansas City
(Meche 11-8), 3 10 p.m
Oakland (Herein 14-13) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 12-14), 5 35 p m
f3attimote (Bedard 15-11) at Minnesota
(J Santana 19-6), 6 05 p
Texas (Millwood 16-12) at LA Angels
(Lackey 13-11). 905 p m
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (D Cabrera 9-10) at
Minnesota (Bcoser 7-6), 7 10 p m
Oakland (Blanton 16-12) at Seattle
(Washburn 8-14), 905 pm
Texas (Padilla 15-10) at LA Angels
(Escobar 11-14), 905 p.m

East Division
L Pct GB
W
1
01 000
New York
O 0 000 1/2
Atlanta
O 0 000 1/2
Florida
0 0 000 1/2
Philadelphia
0 0 000 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
O 0000
Chicago
000
0 0:000
Cincinnati
Houston
000
0
O
Milwaukee
O 0.000
Pittsburgh
1 000 1/2
0
St. Louis
West Division
L Pc1 GB
W
O 0.000
Anzona
0 0.000
Colorado
0 0 000
Los Angeles
0 0 000
San Diego
O 0.000
San Francisco
Today's Games
Atlanta (Smoltz 16-9) at Philadelphia
(Myers 12-7), 1205 p m
Florida (Willis 12-12) at Washington
(Patterson 1-2), 12 05 p m
LA Dodgers (Lowe 16-8) at Milwaukee
(Sheets 6-7), 1 05 pm
Chicago Cubs (ZamIxano 16-7) at
Cincinnati (Harang 16-11), 1 10 p m
Anzona (Webb 16-8) at Colorado (Cook
9-15), 305 pm
Pittsburgh (Duke 10-15) at Houston
(Oswalt 15-8), 6 05 p.m
Tuesday's Gaines
San Diego (Peavy 11-14) at San
Francisco (Zito 16-10), 3 05 p m
Florida (Olsen 12-10) at Washington
(NW 1-3). 7 05 p.m
L A Dodgers (Wolf 4-0) at Milwaukee
(Capuano 11-12). 7 05 pm
Pittsburgh (Snell 14-11) at Houston
(Jennings 9-13), 705 pm
NY Mets (Hernandez 11-11) at St
Louis (Wells 2-5), 7.10 p.m.
Anzona IL Hernandez 13-13) at
Colorado (Francis 13-11), 735 p.m.

MSU BASKETBALL

Forward Scott receives
All-American honor
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State senior forward
named
was
Scott
Joi
Kodak/WBCA All-American
Honorable Mention, according
to a recent
release
issued by the
Women's
Basketball
Coaches
Association
and Eastman
vier
Kodak Company.
Only 52
NCAA
of
Scott
Division l's
best women's basketball players were named to a list of
finalists earlier this month, and
only 10 earned a spot on the
The
Team.
All-American
remainder earned All-American
Honorable Mention honors.
"It's unreal." Scott said of
earning the honor. "It's pretty
awesome that my name is
among so many great names.
I just can't believe it!"
Scott earned a spot among
the nation's best by leading

the Ohio Valley Conference in
scoring with 21.7 points per
game and ranking third in the
league with 8.5 rebounds per
contest. She ranked ninth in
the nation in scoring and ninth
in field-goal percentage (.584).
She was the OVC Player of
the Year and earned All-OVC
First Team honors in each of
her two seasons at MSU.
The award is only the second national honor ever for a
Murray State women's basketball player.- In 1932, Kimberly Long earned All-American
status for the Lady Thoroughbreds.
Scott's name is also listed
among several potential draftees
for the WNBA. That draft will
be held on Wednesday at noon
CT on ESPN2.
"I've been talking to an
agent. and I guess there are
some teams that are interested," she said. "It would be
nice if it happened, but I'm
kind of doubtful because of
my knee injury. But if it doesn't happen. I would like to
play overseas.-

•Final Four
From Page 1B
definitely helps all programs,"
Ohio State coach Thad Matta
said. "I think it's helped us
through the recruiting process.
The notoriety of the football
program is something we try
to work hand-in-hand with."
Thanks in large part to revenue from the football program. Ohio State led the NCAA
in revenue last year, bnnging
in nearly $105 million. Florida brought in $78 million. Both
programs made enough profit
that they were able to donate
to their schools instead or having the school supplement them.
The days of basketball coaches defending their programs' sta-

tus on these campuses are long
gone.
Instead, they bask in the football teams, taking recruits to
games and bringing those
coaches in for motivational
speeches to their teams.
"It's everything at Florida
that's good," Gators coach Billy
Donovan said. "Certainly the
football program is terrific. AS
I said earlier, I think where
there's problems on campuses
with coaches is when all the
focus is totally just on one
sport."
Harmony aside, this isn't to
say these programs are peri
feet. It's just that their solu#
(ions to the problems. whet(
they arise, are better.

•'Breds
From Page 1B

allowing two runs (one earned)
on two hits while striking out
enth and final frame (Due to two and walking three in two()V(' rules, doubleheaders are thirds of an inning.
limited to seven innings apiece.)
In the first game yesterday.
Hudson had two hits in four the 'Breds fell behind 7-0 as
plate appearances. while sen- Southeast scored three runs in
ior first baseman James Akin the first inning and four more
was 2-for-3 with two runs bat- in the second The Redhawks
ted in
went on to added two more
Freshman left-hander take in the third, five in the fifth.
Donze (2-3) got the win in two in the sixth and one in
relief for Murray. striking out the seventh to claim the easy
three of the four hatters he victory.
fated in the sesenth inning.
Murray State managed Just
Reliever Phillip Riley (4-2) three runs on eight hits in the
suffered the loss for SEMO. game

Owen was the top hitter for
the 'Breds. going 3-for-3 with
all three RBIs. Jason Payton was
2-for-2 with a double and two
runs scored.
Matt Wulfers paced the
SEMO attack. going 3-for-4
with a double, a home run,
two runs scored and six RBIs.
Junior right-hander Mike
Perconte 12-4) took the pitching loss for MSU, allowing
seven runs on nine hits while
striking out two and walking
two in 1 2/3 innings of work.
Asif Shah (3-0) was the
winning pitcher for Southeast,

allowing three runs on eight
hits while striking out eight
and walking two in a complete-game effort.
The 'Breds will return to
action on Friday. when they
open a three-game series at Eastern Illinois. Doubleheader
action begins at I p.m. The
series will conclude with a single game on Saturday at 1
p.m. 'The series can be heard
in its entirety on W()FC I30
AM. Murray), or through the
audio
at
link
www.goracers.com.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Byrd

PERMANENT MAKE-UP
BY APPOINTMENT
270-293-9954
DEPENDABLE person
to sit with elderly person. Call 436-2949
between 6AM-6PM

010
UK*
Notice
PLEASE submit bids
for mowing. Bethel
Cemetery to Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
Dr., Almo, KY 42020.
Deadline: April 15.
2007
Notice
ice
SPECIALTY
creams at Sandra D's.
94 East. 293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
CARPET installer or
helper Must have
some expenence
References required
Call 227-0500
COMMERCIAL fishermen wanted. We are
looking for live flathead
and bluecats 10Ibs.
and up. We will pick
these up and pay cash.
Give Larry a call
888-288-0104
seeking
COMPANY
class B drivers for local
route in the western
Illinois,
Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri
market. Home every
night; excellent benefits: medical, dental,
vision, short-term disability, uniforms, vacation, home every night.
$38-50k
Salary
depending upon experience
Must be able to work
well without supervision; sales experience
a plus, license must
TANKER
have
endorsement in order
to be considered. Send
resume to: P0 Box
1040-0 Murray. KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
on our classifieds

webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to Jobnetworb.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings

on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DO you by. working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be Just the place
for you! Full time positions available
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
FIDALGO Bay Coffee
shop is looking for
exceptional people
wanting to work 30-35
hours a week
Mornings, days &
weekends Please
send resume to
Fidalgo Bay Coffee
1201 Payne Street
Murray, KY 42071
attention manager.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM
FULL time RN needed
for medical office.
Send resume to P.o.
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071
resort
FULL-TIME
maintenance
grounds work Call Joe
436-2345
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has 8 openings for
laborers Apply online
at integntyemploymentsolutions corn or
call 270-395-0342
INTEGRITY
Employment Solutions
has an opening for an
LPN Apply online at
integntyemploymentso
lutions corn or call
270-395-0342

Our Working Family is now accepting
applications for these positions:
s: Monday through Friday - Day.
RN.
•
Shift - $2000.00 Sign-on Bonus
• L.P.N.'s: 3PM-11PM shift - Monda)
through Friday - $1500.00 Sign-on
Bonus
• C.N.A.'s: IPM-11PM & 11PM-7AM
shifts - $1000.00 Sign-on Bonus
-Great Team Onentated Atmosphere
-401 K Paid Per Pay Penod
-CAREER LADDER
-Health. Dental. & Life
Insurance Available
Call Today Positions Are
Filling Quickly:

Contact Christina Wilson,
Director of Nursing
270-653-5558

01. •••

•

Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section

Arbor Place of Clinton
A Family Working Together
To Care for Your Loved One

1.•

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls

LAWN PRO
Now hinng laborers
$8-$10 per hour based
on experience, Must
be clean cut Must be
able to pass drug test
(270)293-3026
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer experience but willing to
train. Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening' Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer' Fax
resumes to

270 759-3005.
NOW taking appliesBons for all positions
and all shirts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OFFICE Nurse needed
for busy medical practice. Send resume
including references to
P.O. Box 1040-L,
Murray, KY 42071
PHONE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
5-1-07 TO

12-20-07
K. McCUISTON

KYA0238105
MURRAY,KY

5-10PIPTO I-10:1001"
B. GALLOWAY

KYA02389'59
FARMINGTON. KY

4-29-07 TO 1-15-08
J. BARBER

KY/r0238126
SEDALIA, KY

5-15-07 TO 10-20-07
J. CARSON

KY#0237822
MURRAY, KY

5-1-0710 12-31-07
L TUCKER

KY#0237847
KIRKSEY, KY

5-1-07 TO 12-31-07
T. MURDOCK

KY/r10237895
MURRAY, KY

Wage $8.65 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract
completed. Contact local Dept. For
Employment Services.

Program Director for Acute
Physical Rehabilitation Unit:
Administrative Director for a startup unit in
Murray; KY. Responsibilities include: staff
supervision; program development; quality
improvement: strategic planning: financial
management; market and referral development: physician relations; regulatory compliance; survey readiness. Candidates must
have 2-5 years of supervisory experience in a
health care setting. Acute rehab expenence
preferred. Clinical background preferred.
Bachelor's degree required(masters preferred). Competitive compensation and
benefits. Submit resume to
whillesignethealth.corn or fax to
859-201-9774. No Dhone calls. EOE

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
Full-Time Licensed Nurse Practitioner
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:

300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Pr
Car

4114
STOICAL CENTER
Woad M.6,MI•PROW,

lie Place

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full time
SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitive salary. paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail expenence preferred.

Apply in person at
305 S. 12th Street„Wurray.

S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS' Call
Center has positions
available for career
minded individuals with
superior people skills.
As a Sales Agent you
will be working with
new and existing customers primarily by
telephone and Internet
from our Murray office.
Call Center experience
a plus.
If you are upbeat. condetail-orientfident,
ed, enjoy working with
people, have outstand.ing phone skills and
rewarding
want a
career, please apply.
We offer excellent pay
with a bonus incentive
plan and a competitive
benefit package.
to
resume
Email
recruiting@scoreboardl.corn
to:
mail
Or
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS,
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray, KY 42071
PT and FT Customer
Support
Representatives
Needed One year college required, computer skills a must
Available benefits for
FT position are
health/lrfe/dental insurance. retirement. 18
paid days off per year
Send resumes to Joanna0powerclaim corn
or mail to Hawkins
Research, Attn
Joanna. 406 N 4th St,
Murray, KY 42071
licensing
REALTOR
classes Hopkinsville or
Paducah
270-223-0789
deloiseadams0 yahoo
corn
*SALES
•Day Shift Preferred
Hibbeft Sports is hinng
in Murray. Apply at: 642
12th Street,
North
Murray. KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
rimy.hibbett.com

Check
us out
on the
Web!

VISA r

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORA
l'omplete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

1

)k, fitr.C,Dics labgDo
Limousines & Vans

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 1009 of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

11b.
4...111LAMiti , .
A8M-FOR 41RJE
inrs36:4757

Sierra,. 10M0s491071
17701759-

All Occasion Transportation r Airport Semite • Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $992 on Part A.; $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN

CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Price Comparisons & Benefits
For Plans In Kentucky
*Choice of doctors & hospitals

Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay ii
payment plan.

•All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
'No claim filing on your part

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-1348

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Prism
Insurance Services

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacsikaren Isaacs,()timers

Pats, King

Commercial Waste
Disposal

KiecisemnAla Friii-tersPaykasl

Whirlpool

— --- a ?AM:0e55 pm.
'
it 419E
Appliance
& Electrical Repair
1400-5854033
Hazel, KY 42049
TRAVIS ASPHALT
N—
•i

All Types of Refuse Service

- 226-9398
492-8191

Paying - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279
15 Day Local
Tractor Trailer
Training!
No Experience'
No CDL?
NO PROBLEM!
fehme Job Placement
Flexible Financing
Train Localls in the
Aluifreeshoro Center.'
For Your Convenience
"Weekend Classes

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners. baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553

Detailed
usecleanin
Call Today
(170)227-303
PERSONAL
Homecare help needed for a 180 pound
man No nights_
References required. If
interested, call 270492-8061 or 270-2936037 or email
dollsminer cornca st.n
et.
PRECIOUS Moments
h-as opening for infants
arid children on 1st and
2nd shift Newty re-certified, high standards.
489-2699

A Setter Quicker
Computer Fixer
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)41111-2644
www.4weelLaan
(We do networks too.)
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ANT1OUES Call Larry
753-3633
OUTING
Junk cars, trucks and
Vectors 436-5235
JUNK cers & trucks.
Cal Larry 753-3633

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Pnces' 753-0530

[

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

4,

753-9075
(270)227-2193

150
CALL VOLUNTEER
NOW!
800-108-3803
55 solunteertywn rig net

TN Lie #58393. KY LicICE60221 ME9637
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar, V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 0130
Washer 753-4109
BLACK & Decker 8'x6'
Apex storage shed
$600 OBO. Coffee
table. $50; end table.
$50 or both tables for
$75. Call 293-9113 for
more details.

freezer
WALK-IN
New
13.x10'x9'.
Copeland 1HP compressor- evaporator,
$2,800. Call
1-270-435-4147

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

***OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
2BA, $4.000
3BR
down, $495 month
2220 Wrather Road
Call 753-1011

WARD-ELKINS

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

(270) 753-1713

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
519.99/mo. Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax. Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901

R1LEYS USED

Calloway County
•ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
PLANTS for sale
1706 Holiday Dr
Murray, KY
753-8004
Hostas. Day lakes. Ins.
pots, figunnes. more

MITSUBISHI 3000 lb
forklift, 2000 year
model, 250 hours on
new engine, new pneumatic tire, new paint
210-3237

—*OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide 3BR 2BA,
$5.00,0 down, $695
month. 217 Cross
Spann Road, Call
753-1011

On the Square Murray

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
Brands by:
CRTs
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Heavy Equipment
11211

160
Home Furnishings

FURNITURE
We pay cash

for good used
furniture
753-8501

UPRIGHT Kingsbury
piano for sale. Antique,
Chicago make_ Asking
price $1,000. Price is
Call
negotiable
(731)587-6667
180
Law &Garda
CUB Cadet Mode
1527 48 cut. 17 HP
Kawasaki, 2 years ofd,
2 bag leaf bagger
attached. $1,150. Call
293-6753 or 753-4873

1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 tilt out. 3BR
2BA, all appliances
included. Must be
moved, $8,000 080.
293-7447 or 227-3930
1995 16x80 38R 2BA
Must be moved.
$16,000 753-5998
1998 Waverlee 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 3BR 2BA,
extremely nice
270-489-2525
ONLY ONE LEFT"
Awesome 3BR. 2BA
with sun room & deluxe
appliance package"
Save thousands!'
731-584-9109
USE YOUR LAND TO
SECURE GOVERNMENT FINANCING ON
YOUR NEW HOME
Apply by March 31.
731-584-4926 Ext. 107
WOW' New 38R 28A
land/home package!'
Payments as low as
$399 Call for appointment 731-584-9430

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(kw and Two Bedroom Apartment.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours K a.m. — 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

••••••••••-•••••••••••••••,•••••-••••••••"*..0

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monday. April 2, 2007

Saturday, April 7, 2007
10:00 AM

&AlYs

2l & Swabs
[11Fivestooli
BABY goats Pygmy
and Fainting Bucks
and does 489-2907

LOCATION:
3624 Hwy. 464
(Backusburg Rd.)
Kirksey, KY

430

Red Estate

YAMAHA Terrapro 4
wheeler. PTO w/ 48"
mower. $2,500. 2931681
Sportster
HD
'04
883XL Black, extras,
2,400 miles, $7,000
492-8533

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspaper
2.6
North
121
Travel
Murray
I;ion
is subject to the
[
1121Used Can
Miles to Hwy. 299. Turn Right
Federal Fair Housing
Proteed 4 Mlles To Hwy. 464
amend
Act of 1968 as
1natLushura Rd.), Turn Lett On
2004 350Z, 43,000
ed, which makes it 'Seliackushura Rd. And "rrayel 3.6
miles, $20,000. Call
igel to advertise any
Miley To Site. From Mayftekl Take
to
270-293-3518
preference, limitation,
Hwy. 464 East illackusburg RIO 9.6
details
or discrimination based
Miles lo Property. Signs Posted!!
on race, color, religion, 2004 Chrysler Sebring.
BRICK HOME & BARN ON 10.15 ACRES
sex, or national ongin, Loaded, leather, sunroof. 731-782-3405,
IN 5 TRACTS & COMBINATIONS
or an intention to make
NEWLY REMODELED 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME. In 5 tracts
731-782-3651
any such preference
NICE BARN - BUILDING SITES. ROLLING LAND
limitation, or discrimi- 2004 Dodge Intrepid,
Bedroom 1 Bah Bruck Home Feaunng
REAL ESTATE TRACTS • Traci l• 1 1/2 Shor
grey. 93K miles, all
nation This newspaper
1 oing 12...n. Kitchen. Thins irooni & 1 Cm Carpssn Includes Brand New Stose. Refneerar
AC-PS-PB,
power,
will not knowingly
& Disheasher kW,. I eatures See Shale Trees. All Snugged On 1.72 Acres. TRACT 2* 1 1 1
$6,500.(270)753-7113
accept any advertising
TRACT0 3.13 Acres TRACT 5° 262 Acres
,
s..trrs TaAti 3. 1 ta Asa
for real estate which is '01 Ford Mustang.
Real Estate Seib At 1111411A104. Audios Heid Oa Site Al M24 Hey. 4e4 Rarkusburg Ital.
in violation of the law
BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!
Tinted windows, Euro
For!NOW Vlevong Any Day Visa: ewe harrnatanons sofn
Our readers are hereby
taillights, dual exhaust.
Not
&hat
leAl
A
Sap
To
OE: 1,r1 !Sont5, f Salt 11..11arsc is VI Da!,. B.er $1611 Br Rmlught
I 11i
all
informed
that
Taken very good care
dwellings advertised in
of! $8,000 (270)519this newspaper are
1201
available on an equal
'99 Nissan Maxrma.
opportunity basis.'
97,000 miles, leather
Real Estate 8 Auction
intenor, sunroof.
2088 State Route 45 North - Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Bi lit)) •1 • $6,500. 227-4194
„ rs lrle•
Vale Roy Flows 8r,
It) Locati ,
'97 Mitsubishi Diamant
4 door, silver, leather
An Condition
PEOPLE WORKING FOR PEOPLE"
Cash or Terms seats, sunroof. extras
Call 761-HOME 759-9455 after 4PM.
1985 GMC Jimmy 4x4,
(4663)
blue, runs great, $950
270-753-7113

10.15
Acres

ARRIS

)247-3253 or 1-800-380-4318

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

3BR IBA, completely
remodeled with new
C/H/A. No pets $750
month plus deposit
1626 Miller Ave
270-293-4602,
270-293-3710

'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

Woe
1• acre lot with well in
Stella 4 miles from
Murray Call cell #678640-8013
A building site in the
country Trees. dnveway, well. septic, 4
acres. 2 metal buildings. 7 miles from
Murray $65.000
753-9970. 293-3548

ASF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

$;:,

s Rh
,
• 601,

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office pours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

soA. Horne Lots For Flint
, . rjr, nIh Newe
otrry 4,42-8488

320
A cartments For Fleet
.ipts No pets
riessage
1970

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

IT auts iloar
Murray
iiting at V00imo
A 1')(4

No
refer, • ,equired No
5" rdonth
iusis
poSil &

MS111 °Mot

RED OAKS APTS.—
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-86611
340
Nome For Rent

1, 0 A

r,
r

POSU'
•10.irxir
01.1...101g
App:,

•-•F

;
n

510
Campers

MoNe Homes For Hew
•

2004 2500 Chevy van
158.000 miles, V8,
electric windows &
locks, storage bins
inside, ladder rack on
top 210-3237
'91 GMC 1-ton van,
good condition, $2.000
753-4344, 227-5644

d

IBA. CtIrtiA
2BR
garage, nice yard
Close to campus.
plus
3550 .month
deposrt. 1 year lease
required
(270)2933456
2BA, C/I-1/A,
28R
Immaculate condition
Fenced yard with outDividing
Attached
garage $695 month
pli,s deposit
1504
Beknont No pets
270-293-4602
270-293-3710

r • / MSUr Very
If N

tooltances.
:prod wow
. 511,n 762, ‘,59 1164

2BR lake front property
sine, deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258

rIONALLY
!..rge 1BR $345
'shed all appli". incliewsg washPC and dryer 270-75958145 or 270-293-7085

2BR. WOO month plus
deposit
$600
References and lease
required No pets 7532041 before 9PM

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4y.m M-F

1 to 300 acres Wes
Owne
Calloway
financing
489-2116,
leave message
16 acres on
Backusbung Road,
Kirksey 489-2994,
(270)831-0419

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

460
Norms For See

Nov. renting
Located at '20 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

1553 Oxford. 4BR
2.5BA, bonus room.
attached
30x36
293-4183,
garage
759-1506

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or /53-7536

2906 Melrose Drive.
home
Exc. otional
Estates,
Campis311
Approximately 4.450
sq.ft 48R, 3.5BA. 3 car
garage Come see for
yourself 759-3941 or
293-4329

PENNY Storages at
Airport Rd has units
available. 293 3232 or
436 6227
PREMIER
PAINISTORAGE
•Insioe climate control
storage
eSecunty alarmed
& clean
•We sell boxesi
oNe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

38R 2BA, sunroom,
basement 26x28 double garage attached.
6 miles north of Murray
on 641, turn left on
464. 3rd house on the
!nft Phone 753-7777
cell 978-25E4
3BR IBA. beautiful
lot, short walk to campus. $74.000
(618)925-0140 rk,
(270)527-5645

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905, 293
1480

IMMEDIATE
DIRT

&Supplies

boost
your pavn..
Call 761-4.55h
ask for Kristin

AUSTRALIAN
Shepherd puppre
270-978-1231,
270-436-5947

READY to move in..
new construction
under $200,000, 3 bdr.
2 bath, covered front
porch. great neighborhood We hare other
properties also. cat
today 293-0139

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
ih-iX pups.
$150. S8W,CKC registered. 731-514-5671
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC, first shots &
$300-350.
wormed.
270-251-0310

REDUCED!
New construction.
ready to move in
116 Thoroughbred
Drive Call daytime
293-9747, 752-0624,
Evenings 753-3966

TOY moans CaN 436.2949 or 293 907E after
6PM

Having a Yard Sale?

2005 Sierra by Forres
River 27' fiberglass,
super slide. sleeps 6,
like new. 270-489-2525
Boats &Motors
19 Duracraft Crappie
Special with Johnson
trolling motor, flasher
135HP
and LCR
Evinrude 4 cycle fuel
injection w/stainless
prop (618)776-5533
20-FOOT 1993 Anes
horsepower
200
Everucle Garage kept
and ready to fish!
$9 000 OBO
1999 Wareagle
16 foot. 70's motor,
35 Horsepower
$3,000 - Great to fish
& hunt!
Contact 270-559-6712
1995 SeaDoo GTX
New motor $2.200
Call anytime 293-6995

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 7530816

or V1-06111
STOCKDA I I'
LANDSC.tPIN(,
&'FREE FAR \I
n and
Ls
landstapc needs

11254134111
- 1-270-705-3555
Yird mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard
Free estimates
227-8575 Dirt Cheep
Lawn Service.
Bush trimming, gutter
cleaning, spnng cleaning. & much more

Hill Electric
Since I 91th

24 mow soma'
Res . Corn & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All !ohs - big or small

753-956
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

Make it a big e‘ent in the NInrray ledger & Times!

DEADLINES:

PRICES:
AO
Of

words # of
less• days

31-70
words•
$18

$11
$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

'includes all words in ad

Publish Date

Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday - 10AM
Friday • 10AM
Monday - 12PM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday - 12PM
Thursday- lOPM
Thursday- 12PfA

MAKE IT BOLD:
,
rul our ail in a hist k lia,

To advertise,
call Jill
lARD SALE
KIT WITH
or Julie at
PURCHASE OF
YARD SALF. AD! (270)753-1916

••
,
Free'
sserrnelea,

,Ii

270-227-6160
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

436-2887

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
funk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up we
cars 436-2867

i

A $5 tee will he charged for
any copy or rundate changes
made after ad is submitted
No changes IThn he made after
deadline All ad% must he prepeed Ads may have only one
address.

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
COLLEGE student
looking for yards to
mow. 104 years experience, references
evallibM Call Petrick
•641-2952

Murray Ledger & Times

WEFIX M1

Remodeling, Siding, Drywall,
Paint, Light Fixtures, Potted or
Sort Floor Repair, Roof Leaks,
Plumbing Leaks, Etc.
i......i
WE CLEAN SZE QLIR MESS DAILY' '
Licensed & Fully Insured

Offered

11,1)C Lio‘ii tare
lap of tht hat soolinntal
Nligiriefklisk king
' Weise Priers
rev Estimates

293-6872
METAL installed on
houses and barns
N.
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

Cd leery Kai*•e Bryn Milan

759-4704

Services Offend
HENRY Land
Services

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors. termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Mowing, Bushog,
Box-Blade
Dependable service
Free estimates
Phone (270)436-5782
HILL'S Lawn Mowing
Service: Free estimates. 898-1752 or
227-7020

‘spliall Pa% tog &
Sealcualing
Comm.& Res.
I icensed & Insured.

lopair & yard work
Senior friendly.

TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-2279
ASPHALT paving,
sealcoating, maintenance Mitchell
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood, laminate installations 293-9340
C & C Renovation
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions, roofing,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs, siding.
-FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsonOwk.net
Mike
&
CHASE
Metal
Stockwell's
Roofing & Vinyl Siding
759-1085, 227-6238
e-are.
CITRUS Lawri
reliable
Scheduled,
property management.
trimming,
Mowing,
mulch, shrubs, tree
trimming, gutter cleaning, hauling available
Call Steve 767-9178

JOE'S JOBS

MOWING, mulching,
trimming. Reasonable
prices, free estimates.
Call 978-2397
NADEAU'S
Construction
eFloonng *Decks
eVinyl siding f!All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
NEED help°
Handyman Services
All remodeling, inside
& out. Tile, electrical.
Over 30 years experience. (731)247-3001,
(731)363-3511,
(731)782-3218,
(731)363-3513
I Hancock@wk.net

Iamb 's Lawn
Service

LAWN mowing service.
Free estimates
759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

RELIABLE
LAWN CA RE
dependable
minting & trimming

270-293-6119
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

TYLER'S
SERVICE

753-4344• 227-5644

iv.:
10,faciiiin Gum antecri
Rulitvy Lamb
270-75241179

R&W Backhoe, Dozer
& Trucking, LLC
Specializing in building
pads, driveways, septic
systems. storm shelters.
Jimmy Reed
270-705-0443
Mike Weeks
270-705-0399

painting
lawncare, odd lobs
270-753-8306
+.14
2711-43(-5507

270-293-4373

POOR lawn service'?
Call me! Accepting new
customers for 2007.
Lawns will be maintained
by
owner•
Professional training.
18 years experience
results
Professional
David
guaranteed.
761-4700, 436-5085
YARD Tech Lawn
Care
Lawn fertilized.
sprayed, liming. bed
maintenance,
mulching. 210-6268

Horoscope

YARD work
Reasonable rates Ca.
Terry at 759-1811 or
293-1745

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHD 1.Y for Tuesday. April 3, 2007:
How you choose to deal with people this year could be radically different or more dynamic from in the past. Your ability to understand
what goes on will be enhanced if you sit back and say little.
Observation also proves to be a good teacher. You have a way with
words that touches many. You find that by deferring, success heads
in your'direction. Let success become your middle name. Know that
anything is possible, and proceed on that assumption. If you are single, your life will take a new twist. You relate quite differently; your
style has interesting results. If you are attached, your bond twists and
turns in a new direction. Your life together will flourish if you
emphasize common goals and the friendship that exists between
you. LIBRA challenges you.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: -l*Zitigilit

Positise; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult

41=1:0
Over 40 years cap.
Saks & IasamNe

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Let others have their way. You really cannot change their
decisions or direction. By honoring friendships and knowing what you
are seeking, you will grow and gain. Sometimes you don't see events
liko others do. Tonight: Talk turkey.
11141 1110 11 Di Rs TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
\ *** Plug into work and get as much done as possible. Sometimes
11('
yot might not know what is best. You might need to make your own
inrer decisions. Comfort might not play into what is happening.
Tonight A late-night chat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are imaginative and full of answers. You don't need to
have all the answers all the time. You might want to think and considONJ HANDYMAN
er your options. A straight reply will head your way if you are direct as
We do all the odd jobs
well Tonight Be willing to break from tradition.
you don't have time
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
for
***** You might need to answer to someone else or approach a
Painting, siding, roofs.
situation totally differently. How you handle a personal matter could
decks
change given time and space. A partner could be very strong-willed
291-5438
and push hard. Tonight. Relax at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Speak your mind, but be ready to handle the unexpected in
a new way Others could clearly be brusque or difficult. Listen to what
you are heanng. ask questions and get information. Tonight: Talk up
a storm
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You have a lot to get done quickly and efficiently. Listen to what
someone shares, even though he or she expresses anger and frusf- UTRELL'S Tree
tration You might want to revise your thinking. Consider options that
Service
open up. Tonight Handle your budget.
removal
Trimming.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
stump grinding fire***** You are all smiles. knowing what you want. You will want to
wood. Insured
think about and verify news High energy and probably contentious489-2839
ness come down your path. Listen to an irate loved one You don't
need to agree. lust listen Tonight: Ever happy
I I 1)‘‘ ‘1
(
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
I ‘‘1 \ sl R\ 11 I
** Listen to your inner voice Think in terms of gains and growth.
•,.:.1, :11
t
You might need to go along with someone who can be contentious
interning Please s
and touchy Consider your options carefully before deciding which
lor tau Cstln
course will work for you Tonight Easy does it
75. s2
Cull: 22 -0726 SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You are fiery and direct in your dealings Speak your mind
GARDEN OF ED414. without attaching frustration or anger to your voice Good news
comes your way Talk about dreams rather than lust think about them
LAWN CARE
Start making them happen Tonight Join friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Take charge and make what you want happen You are more
in control than you realize Your high energy and instincts could take
you in a new direction You understand more than you realize.
489-2689. 293-6073
Tonight A must appearance.
Green Acres
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Lawn Care:
**** Reach out for new information You will want to try to do
A Cut Above The
something very different You have energy and a sense of direction.
Rest
Investigate possibilities with the idea of making what you want hapShrub and tree
pen Tonight Fun and games.
trimming
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•CitAler cleaning
**** You might need to listen to a partner. whether you agree or
•Othar samba
not Creativity blends and takes you down a new path. You lre on top
•Ouellty service at
of your game Think in terms of expansion through novel attitudes
affordebre prices
Also allow a partner to have his or her head. Tonight Go along with
2274MB
plans
753-8294

753-7728

BORN TODAY
Actress singer Dons Day (1924), comedian. actor Eddie Murphy
11961) singer Wayne Newton (1942)
•••

Jacqueline Bigot Is on the Internet at littp://www.lacquelinebigar.COM.
(c) 2007 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

